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Abstract

A global treatment of nonlinear optimal control requires, aside from an appropri¬

ate coordinate-free formalism, a fiberbundle setup respecting a wide class of to¬

pological properties of nonlinear control systems. The presentation of the

presymplectic geometry in relation to the surrounding symplectic geometry illus¬

trates me underlying structure between optimal control and suboptimal control.

The intrinsic variational derivation of first order necessary conditions requires the

abstract conception of control strategy which is a submanifold transversal to the

fibers of the locally trivial state/time/control fiberbundle. The selective examina¬

tion of structural properties such as transversality, integrability and complete

integrability together with the approach to calculus of variation due to Carathe-

odory results in a complete set of necessary conditions for the optimal feedback

control law. Since the nature of these conditions is constructive, it provides a

strong tool for computing nonlinear examples of a polynomial type.

The introduction of homogeneous problems supports a global approach to the

Hamilton-Jacobi-Theory .
The Hamilton-Jacobi method of integration is extend¬

ed to suboptimal control and thus is a keystone in the further development of a

nonlinear robustness theory. The parallel derivation of the partial differential

equation due to Hamilton-Jacobi and Bellman for optimal feedback and optimal

pseudo-feedback control gives a canonical insight into the relationship between

the optimal control problem and its inverse problem. The thorough understanding

of complete, thin solutions closes the loop to the action of infinitesimal presym-

plectomorphisms.

For computational reasons, the so-called solution diffeomorphism from a specific

Lagrange submanifold onto a given vector field is examined. As a special case

there is the solution isomorphism which inherits under a Lyapunov stability as¬

sumption a Riemannian metric and transforms the suboptimal control problem

into a nongeodesic spray on a double tangent bundle.

To sum up, the thorough research of the underlying geometry ofnonlinear optimal

control allows deep insight into the conditions which are necessary for the solu¬

tion of the Synthesis problem. Since these conditions are constructive there are

several integration methods which are based on them.
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Abstrakt

Eine globale Abhandlung auf dem Gebiet der optimalen nichtlinearen Regelung

setzt, neben einem koordinatenfreien Formalismus, eine Anordnung von Faser-

bundeln voraus, welche einer grossen Klasse von topologischen Eigenschaften

des zu grundeliegenden nichtlinearen Regelungssystems Geniige leistet. Die

Darstellung der presymplektischen Geometrie unter Einbezug der umgebenden

symplektischen Geometrie zeigt den tieferliegenden Zusammenhang zwischen

optimaler Regelung und suboptimaler Regelung auf. Die Herleitung der notwen-

digen Bedingungen erster Ordnung verlangt das abstrakte Konzept der Regel-

strategie. Dieses Konzept besteht aus einer Untermannigfaltigkeit des lokal

trivialen Zustands/Zeit/Control Faserbiindels welche als Schnitt realisiert diffeo-

morph zum erweiterten Zustandsraum ist. Die selektive Untersuchung von Struk-

tureigenschaften wie der Transversalitat, der Integrablitat und der vollstandigen

Integrabilitat zusammen mit dem Zugang zur Variationsrechnung gemass Cara-

theodory fiihrt zum vollstandigen Set von notwendigen Bedingungen fur die op-

timale Zustandsriickfuhrung (Feedbackability). Da diese Bedingungen

konstruktiver Natur sind, liefem sie insbesondere ein starkes Werkzeug fiir die ex-

plizite Berechnung von nichtlinearen Beispielen von polynomialem Typus.

Die Einfuhrung von homogenen Problemen bildet den Grundstein fiir eine glo¬

bale Ausweitung der Hamilton-Jacobi Theorie. Im Zusammenhang mit Reduk-

tionsrelationen, welche durch Integralinvariante erzeugt werden, erscheint die

Reduzierbarkeit als Integrabilitateigenschaft dieser Probleme. Die Hamilton-Ja¬

cobi Integrationsmethode wird ebenfalls erweitert und unter anderem auf das

Hamilton'sche suboptimale Regelungsproblem angewendet; sie wird damit zum

Schliissel fiir eine nichtlinearen Robustheitstheorie. Die Gegeniiberstellung der

Herleitungen zweier partiellen Differentialgleichungen fiir optimale Ruckfiihr-

regelung und optimale Pseudoriickfiihrregelung, die auf Hamilton, Jacobi und

Bellmann zuriickgehen, ermoglicht einen klaren Aufschluss zwischen dem Opti¬

malen Regelungsproblem und seinem inversen Problem. Schliesslich bewerkstel-

ligt das eingehende Verstandnis der vollstandigen, diinnen Losung, mit ihrer

Wirkung als Erzeugende eines infinitesimalen Presymplektomorphismus, eine

Abrundung der Theorie.
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Aus Berechenbarkeits Griinden wird der sogenannte Losungsdiffeomorphismus

von einer spezifischen Lagrange Untermannigfaltigkeit auf ein bekanntes Vektor-

feld untersucht. Als Spezialfall davon erscheint der Losungsisomorphismus

welcher das zum Hamilton'sche suboptimalen Regelungsproblem, auf einen nich-

tgeodatischen Spray in einem doppelten Tangentialbiindel transformiert. Unter

der Annahme von Lyapunov-Stabilitdt liegt diesem Isomorphisms eine Ri-

emannsche Metrik zu Grunde.
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Notation

Spaces

manifolds A, B, E, F, K, M, N, P, Z, n

atlas, charts *= {Ua,<pa}aeI,(U,<p(p) == (*))

euclidean vectorspace Rn

horizontal tangential subbundles HMcHMcTM

locally tivial fiberbundle /= (M,7i,N,F)

foliation F= (M, {W(a)}aeA)
curves CE C

Maps

relations B, D, R

morphisms, functions F,G,f

projections n, pr

inclusions 1,1,1

Objects

differential p-form on M n\ e Ap (M), r\ = n dx'1 a ... a dx'1

(r, s)-tensor on M le^fM)

vector fields in TM P,X,Y e TM
,
X = X'(x)-$-

cfx1

Groups

Lie-group G

Cohomological group Hp (M, R)
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Algebras

Lie-algebra to the Lie-group G

Cohomological algebra

Operations

interior product

exterior or wedge product

Lie-derivative

exterior derivatives

g

H(M,R)

j :TMxAP(M) ->AP-'(M)

a : AP(M) xAi(M)->AP + C>(M)

LXT = S, T,S exTs(M),XeTM

d, d

Control theoretic specifications

state space

extended state space

control space

plant

initial- and endconditions

(optimal) control strategy

Signals

state, costate

control, cocontrol

N, n - dimensional differentiable manifold

N x R, n+1 - dimensional diff. manifold

B, m - dimensional diff. manifold

P (P © 1), vectorfield in HM (HM)

B, boundary relation

(E0/,,),E

x, X or v, |i, time, cotime t, A,t or t, u.t

m, p or v, o

Problems

Optimal Control Problem (K, B, L, P)

Hamiltonian Suboptimal Control Pr. (k, A,l,E)

homogeneous problem (P, co; G)
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1. Optimal and Suboptimal Control

1.1 Optimal Control

hi die first section of this chapter we give a very brief introduction to optimal con¬

trol. An optimal control problem essentially consists of the computation of a con¬

trol function which steers a plant while minimizing a functional. If the control

depends not only on me time but on the state as well, men the solution is called

an optimal feedback control. A plant may be thought of as any technical or phys¬

ical dynamic system represented by a vector field on an appropriate state space.

The functional is directly related to the desired optimization goal, i.e. like for ex¬

ample time-optimality, cost-optimality or energy-loss-optimality [Cesari, p. 197],

[Alejksev, p. 242], [Athans, p. 254].

1.1.1 The problem statement of optimal control

There are three equivalent formulations of the optimal control problem due to

Lagrange, Mayer and Bolza. In mis work, we will deal with the Morse-type Bolza

problem (K, B, L, P) [Cesari, p. 313] and the Lagrange problem (B, L, P). The

four entries of the quadruple (K, B, L, P) shall be defined from the right to the

left in me sequence of their restrictive action to me problem. These problems re¬

quire an n+1-dimensional state-manifold (configuration space) N x R and an m-

dimensional control-manifold B.

Definition 1.1: Plant. A vectorfield P a HM c TM on the total space ofa local

trivial fiber bundle m = (M,it,NxR,B) is called a plant if it is Tn|_ -iso¬

morphic to a vectorfield in TN x R
.

If in time-dependent plants the time is emphasized as an independent variable me

following notation will be used : Pffilc HM c TM

T7C|HM (P © 1) c T (N x R). The assumption of local triviality of the fiberbun-

dles is necessary with respect to the range of the controllability property of the

plant [van der Schaft [90], p. 47].
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Example 1.2 : Linear and affine realization of a plant. On an open subset

U c M of the manifold M an (abstract) plant P c HMly c TU may have a linear

local representation (U, (p(p) = (jc, t, «)) of the form

P : x(t) = A(t)x(t)+B(t)u, (1.1.1)

x,xe Rn,Ae Rnxn
,
u e Rm

,
B e Rnxm

, (1.1.2)

with local coordinates adapted to the submersion n : M^NxR.

More often, or on a wider subset U'cM, there are plants P c HM|y, c TU' with

an affine representation (U, vj/ (p) = (x, t,«))

P: *(t) =/(x(t),t)+gJ(x(t),t)uJ, (1.1.3)

x,xeRn,«Rm, /,gj:R"xR-)Rn, (1.1.4)

[Isidori, p. 6 ], [Krener, p. 88], [Nejmeier, p. 148]. The abstract origin of the u-

parametrized ordinary differential equation (1.1.3) could have been

P=A®B)u>, A=f,B] = gi, (1.1.5)

with m abstract controls uJ. In other words, the concrete plant is determined up

to an isomorphism T\y : TU' -> T (Rn x R x Rm) by the abstract vector field

fcHMcTM.

The next entry in (K,B,L,P) is a real valued smooth function L e J(U) on an

open subset U of the manifold M. Its integral over a curve ccUcM

7(c) = | L (1.1.6)
c

defines a real-valued function J on the space of curves

C= {c = im y,y: R-> M |ccUVte [t^t,]} . (1.1.7)

For a treatment of nonsmooth curves see [Klotzler [83], p. 414], [Zezza, p. 5]. The

evaluation of the so-called performance index J e T{C) requires the pullback

Y* : A°(C) -»A°(R), or equivalently the related realizing mapping

Y:R-»RnxRxRm,Y= (poY together with the product

L^Loip-1 (1.1.8)
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y*J = \y*i* Ldt = j L(x(t), t, «(t))dt, (1.1.9)

lo 'o

where y*J is constant over R and i is the puUback associated to the inclusion

i: C-> M. This evaluation is based on the synchronisation of the curve parame¬

ter of c = im Y(t) and me running time variable t.

Boundary conditions will be introduced as a relation determined by a submanifold

Be: (N x R) x (N X R). They interfere by the restriction of the performance in¬

dex / e T{C) to the set of curves

CB= {ce C\(c(t0),c(t,)) g rzlro(B)} , (1.1.10)

where Jt~ero denotes the diffeomorphism from (NxR) x (N'xR) onto the

zero-section zzeroxzzero(M,u,NxR,B) in MxM, i.e. 7t(c(tt)) = q,,

qi
= (nj, tj) e NxR,i = 0, 1. The next example deals with boundary relations

B consisting of Cartesian products, i.e. B = BQ X Bl, Bi cz N x R, i = 0, 1.

Example 1.3 : Boundary relation. Two specific boundary relations arise with

boundary conditions of the form S= {(q0, qt)} or

B = { (n0, nj) e N x Nl n0 = nj} .
In the first case CB is me space of curves

with prescribed initial state and initial time and fixed endstate and final time,

B0= {%} = {(no, to)}, Bx = {q,} = {(n,^)}. (1.1.11)

In the second case the elements of CB are closed curves. For a detailed treatment

of various boundary conditions in the context of necessary conditions see [Geer-

ing[75],p.28].

The last entry of the quadruple (K, B, L, P) is a function K e J(B) defined on

me boundary relation B with weighting purposes.

Example 1.4 : Boundary function. If the boundary relation B is given by

B0 = {q0} , B,cNxR then the smooth function Kx e y(Bj) is called the

end-cost-term and may locally be represented by Kx - Kx (x (tj), tj).

The synthesis of the given objects and spaces leads, togemer with the next prop¬

erty and me definition of a minimal curve, to the actual problem statement.

Definition 1.5 : Side constraint. A side constraint P © 1 is strongly respected if

10



the projection m = n (c) e 94. of all curves ce C under consideration has first

order contact with the vector field Trc|HM (P ® 1) c T (N x R).

Definition 1.6 : Minimal curve. The curve c e CB in M is called a minimal curve

for the boundary relation B with strongly respected side constraint P ® 1 if the

restriction ofJ to CB has a minimum at c.

For technical reasons, we choose the function L e f(U) with global convex lev¬

el set. Thus me minimum of / at c can always be regarded as a global one.

Definition 1.7 : Control strategy. A control strategyfor a plant P c HM c TM

is an embedded submanifold Eo/M of codimension m being transversal to the

fibers of m - (M, 7t, N x R, B) and thus diffeomorphic to the manifold N x R.

There are several ways to generate this specific submanifold E of M.

Definition 1.8 : Feedback controller. The mathematical realization ofafeedback

controllerfor a control strategy EcMisa smooth section F : NxR->M such

(tef(NxR) cE.

In local coordinates (U, cp (p) = (x, t, h) ) this section is of the form

F: (x,t) -> (x,t,F(x,t)) , (1.1.12)

where u = F (x, t) is the local technical realization of the feedback controller.

Definition 1.9 : Steering. The mathematical realization ofa steeringfor a control

strategy EcM is a smooth subimmersion S : N xR —> M such that

S(NxR) cE.

The subimmersion S : N x R —> M is decomposable into a submersion

o : N x R —> R and an immersion y '• R -»M, such that S = y o a. In local co¬

ordinates (U, (p(p) = (x, t, h) ) the subimmersion is pointwise of the form

S (q) = pt, S : (x, t) -* (x (t), t, S (t)) , (1.1.13)

where u = S (t) is the local technical realization of the steering and q e N x R,

pte EcM.

In general, an automatization of a technical process is based on control strategies

with a feedback controller realization.
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Definition 1.10 : Boka-type optimal control (problem statement). In a Bolza-

type optimal control problem there is given the quadruple (K, B, L, P) and de¬

manded a control strategy E, E c M,for the plant P c HM c TM such that the

evaluation of the performance index on E

/(c) = n*K(B) +JL, ce CB,ccE (1.1.14)
c

attains a minimum. The submanifold E of M is then called an optimal control

strategy Eopl.

Definition 1.11 : Closing-loop procedure. A closing-loop procedure is the prod¬

uct of three mappings, namely a section Z: NxR—>M, Z(NxR) cE the

plant P : M -> HM and the projection TS : TM -> TN x R, i.e.,

Q = T%oPoZ, g:NxR-»TNxR,(l.U5)

and its result Q (Z, P) is a vectorfield in TN X R.

If the control strategy E is realized by an extended state-feedback (time including)

feedback controller F:NxR-4M, then the result of the closing-loop procedure

is the closed-loop, extended state-feedback controlled vectorfield

Q(F,P) = TnoPoF
, Q e X(NxR) . (1.1.16)

In local adapted coordinates (U, (p (p) = (x, t, «)) ,UcM there is the restric¬

tion of the plant P to the control strategy E

*|fi : *(0 =/(x(t),t,«) , (1.1.17)

where E is locally realized by a feedback control law F : R°xR-)RnxRxRm

such mat

PL„n
„,

= x(t) =/(x(t),t,F(x(t),t)) . (1.1.18)
'/* (K X

K)

The closing-loop procedure ends with the application of the projection Ttc which

results in the local representation of the closed-loop, extended state-feedback con¬

trolled vectorfield

Q (F, P)^Q {F,f ) : x (t) = fix (t), t) . (1.1.19)

If the control strategy E is realized by a steering S : NxR^M, then the result

12



of me closing-loop procedure is the closed-loop, time-feedback controlled

(steered) vectorfield

Q(S,P) =TkoPoS, gcTzNxR,z = no S (NxR). (1.1.20)

In this case the closed-loop property is simply expressing the synchronisation of

the plant time with the steering time. In local, adapted coordinates

(U, (p (p) = (x, t, «)) ,
U c M mere is me plant P to the open subset of E real¬

ized by a steering S : R"xR^R"xRxRm,X = foo, o : RnxR->R

^(R-xR)1 *(t) =/(*(t),t,S(t)) , d.1.21)

and via the projection Ttc we get to the closed-loop, time-feedback controlled

(steered) vectorfield

Q (S, P) <-» Q (S,f ) : x (t) = f(x (t), t) . (1.1.22)

Definition 1.12 : Optimal steering (solution). The solution of a Bolza-type opti¬

mal steering control problem (Kv {q0} x BpL, P) is a subimmersion

Sopl: NxR->M such that the image im (S
t (n)) ofthe integral curve ofthe

closed-loop, optimally time-feedback controlled (steered) vector field

Q (S
t, P) c TnN x R fully determines a minimal curvefor the boundary rela¬

tion {q0} x Bx and the performance index J ofequation (1.1.14).

According to the uniqueness theorem of ordinary differential equations there is

exactly one point q0 in the extended state-space NxR which is associated to the

point pt e Eopt via the flow <X>:IxNxR—»NxR generated by the vector field

e(S„p(,P)©lcT(NxR),i.e.

q0 = O (to -1, tc|e (pt)) , q0 e B0 . (1.1.23)

Hence, the image of the subimmersion S is a one-dimensional submanifold in E

connecting the start point p0 with the running point pt. A pair (p0, S), with

S (t (p0)) = p0, is called a steering unit for a plant PcHMc TM. The image

im (S (n)) of the integral curve n of the vector field Q (S, P) passing through

p0 e E is identical to the image of the subimmersion S.

Definition 1.13 : Optimal state-feedback control (solution) The solution of a

Bolza-type optimalfeedback control problem (K, B0 X BVL,P), S0cNxR is

a section F t: NxR->M such that the image im (F ,(n)) of integral

13



curves ofthe closed-loop, optimal, extended state-feedback controlled vectorfield

Q (F t, P) c TN X R fully determines the set ofminimal curves c in E
,
c M

for the performance index J of equation (1.1.14), obeying the boundary relation

B0 X Bj.

Our main goal is the search of control strategies and their realization as state-feed¬

back controllers by considering the hierarchy of necessary spaces, objects and

maps involved in a nonlinear optimal feedback control problem.

Summary of Section 1.1.1 :

The introdution of the problem statement of optimal control requires some basic

definitions of control theoretical terms on an abstract, coordinate-free level.

Definition 1.14 : Bolza-type optimal control problem (formal). The ordered

quadruple (K, B, L, P) consistsfrom right to left, ofa plant P c HM c TM, a

smooth function Le J(M) as an integrand for the performance index

J e 7(C), a boundary relation Be (NxR) x (NxR) and a boundary cost-

term Ke J(B).

Mathematical realization ofan optimal steering : Sopt: N x R -> M (1.1.24)

Local technical realization : u = S (t) (1.1.25)

Mathematical realization of an optimal state-feedback controller :

Fop,:NxR->M (1.1.26)

Local realization

Flv: V^VxB,Flv = lvxFu|y, (1.1.27)

where the map Fa\ :V->Bu the local restriction of the technical realization

ofthe optimal state-feedback controller, i.e.,

Fu: NxR->B,u = F(x,t) . (1.1.28)

The local realization (1.1.27) made implicit use of the local diffeomorphism

diff: tc"1 (V) -»V x B JcNxR inherited from the underlying local trivial

fiberbundle. In general n > m, since the art of control theory is the influencing of

a high amount of states (x) by the lowest possible number of inputs (controls «)

while performing a desired behaviour.
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1.1.2 Necessary conditions for optimal steering

The variational calculus approach in optimal control theory is based on the inte¬

gration of the side constraints (initial value problem with controls) into the mini¬

mizing functional using the Lagrange multiplier method [Bertsekas, p. 104].

Let there be introduced the 2(n+l)+m-dimensional manifold P as the total space

of the cotangent vector-subbundle v - (P,q, M, Rn +' *) ,
PcT*M, with pro¬

jection q = t*| being the restriction of the vectorbundle projection

x* : T M —> M to the manifold P. In order to minimize J e 7(C) with strongly

respected side constraint P ® 1, the function L e J(M) has to be pulled back

from M to aLagrangianfunction Le e fF(TP) on the tangent manifold TP, i.e.,

Le = x*(L + a(P®l))-$(X) ,
LeE J(TP),Le J(M) ,(1.1.29)

where the projection % : TP -» M is the product % = q o 9 of the projections

9:TP->Pand<7:P->M. The one-form p e A1 (P) is considered to be semi-

basic and the restriction of the Liouville-form (3 e A1 (T*M) to the manifold P

[Libermann, p.59]. The last summand in equation (1.1.29) is of the form

X j p = p(AT) , p = T*x(o), XcTP, oce A1 (M), (1.1.30)

with X being a general vector field. If the side constraint P © 1 is strongly re¬

spected, then x* (a (P © 1)) - P (X) is zero on P. The canonical symplectic 2-

form Qe A2 (T M) on T M induces via the canonical inclusion

q:F-*T*M, q (V) c X* ° ?(V), VcP (1.1.31)

a presymplectic structure

m = q*(Q.), Q = dP, co e A2 (P) (1.1.32)

on the coisotropic manifold P which is equivalent to the one induced by

co = dp, peA'(P) .(1.1.33)

Hence, by construction, the total space (T* M, Q) of the cotangent bundle over

the manifold M is the minimal upper partner space of the presymplectic manifold

(P, co). The next conception is an extension of the control strategy E in M to a

pseudo-control strategy E in P.
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Definition 1.15 : The pseudo-control strategy. A pseudo-control strategy E is a

smooth embedded submanifold ofcodimension m in P which is transversal to the

fibers F ofthe locally trivialfiberbundle (P, &, T* (N x R), F).

The submanifold E is at least locally diffeomorphic to the symplectic manifold

(T* (NxR), £2NxR) •
The kernel of a canonical presymplectic 2-form on the

manifold P is an integrable distribution which generates under some regularity

assumptions a maximal stable foliation which is at least locally diffemorphic to

the locally trivial fiberbundle (P,d,T*(NxR),F).

Corresponding to the introduction of the spaces of curves C and CB we define the

spaces of specified curves on a subset V of TP by

5={s = imo, o: R->TP|scVVte [t0, tj] > , (1.1.34)

SB= {set5|0(s(to),s(t1)) erzlT0(B)} , (1.1.35)

with the composition of projections r = TCo<7,r:P-»NxR and the diffeo-

morphism rzero (P x P') cNxRxN'xR. The curve s e SB is called a station¬

ary curve for the boundary relation B if the restriction of the function

/e(s) = e*K(B) +j Le
,

e: TP->NxR,e = Ko% (1.1.36)
s

has an extremum at s, 3s e B. The variation of this expression is based on the in¬

troduction of an almost arbitrary flow 4>: R x TP -» TP, (0>£ : TP -» TP) gen¬

erated by a vector field

^-Oe(p) |£ = 0
= V (<DE (p)) ,

for all p e s c TP and (1.1.37)

«.V(p0) =Te(Po)B,e.V(Pl) =Te(Pi)B, VeTTP. (1.1.38)

This flow expresses the parametrization of a family of curves s s SB all obeying

to the same boundary relation. In other words, the introduction of the flow is

equivalent to an embedding of the stationary curve into a family of curves being

suboptimal with respect to the given performance index. The image of the func¬

tion J6 e 7(SB) at a stationary curve s is an extremum of the function

J6 (s ; e) = T6 (<I>£ (s)) on R x TP. The extremality property finds its infinites¬

imal expression in
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^Je(s;e)|E = 0
= d7e. ^*£(s)|E = 0

= d7e. V(s) =0, (1.1.39)

where s is considered to be an extremal curve lying in an open connected subset

V of the manifold TP. If Je attains a global minimum at s then the projected curve

X (s) = c e CB is a minimal curve in M.

Theorem 1.16 : Necessary conditions ofoptimal control. The equation (1.1.39)

defines up to isomorphisms a semi-basic one-form A e A1 (P) and a semi-basic

one-form a e A1 (P) on P, such that

d7e(z)|s. V(s) =e*dK(B).V(ds) +

r *

S

, (1.1.40)
+ J(T 6{[P +A] +a} + (T x) (da [Pffi 1-m])). V(s) =0

s

holds true. The covector a lies in the standard fiber of v = (P, q, M, Rn+ '*),
i.e. in the Euclidean vector space Rn +'

.
For a curve s e Sb to be stationary it

is nessary that

$ = -A(8(s)) ,
m = P©1 ,a(8(s)) = 0

, P|9s = r*d/C(B) , (1.1.41)

for m = x (s)

Proof: In the preface of this theorem is given a description of the setup of the ex¬

tended variational problem of minimizing the functional

ye(s) = e*K(B) +j Le
. (1.1.42)

s

At the critical point of Je (z) over SB there is formally the infinitesimal criterion

d7e. V(s) =0, (1.1.43)

which has to be satisfied for all vector fields V in the sense of equations (1.1.37),

and (1.1.38). The evaluation of this criterion is done by

dye = e*AK + \ AU = 0. (1.1.44)

Its modification uses the Poincare-Cartan-formula

Lxr\ = dX j r\+X j dn (1.1.45)
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for the second and third summand of the integrand in (1.1.44), i.e.

d(T*x(a(P©l))) = T*xd(a(/>®1)) = T*X(Lp9l a-(P® I) J da) (1.1.46)

d(P(I)) = LX$-(P®1) J dp, (1.1.47)

on TP. The next step of the proof requires the restriction of the generalized trans¬

portation theorem [Abraham, p. 471] to a specific initial condition, i.e.

dl I T1= J (§F + i^). *,(Po) =s d-l-48)

*t(p0) *t(p0>

for any time-dependent differential p-form r| e Ap (M) on any manifold M. The

application of the generalized transportation theorem is done by

s s s

and results in the abstract boundary conditions

Ajp = p|as = r*<lK(B) . (1.1.50)
s

In the last step of the proof we apply the exterior derivative with respect to base

manifolds, which is of the form

dL(c) = TC*dL(ic(c)). (1.1.51)

BydL(0(s)) = r*dL(e(s)) it follows that

T'0(A)(s) =T*x(£,eia)+dL(x(s)) = (1.1.52)

= -T*x(«) = -T*0(J)
, (1.1.53)

a(9(s)) = Yq{LP9la +dL(x(s))) -A(8(s)) qed (1.1.54)

The projection -r> (s) of a stationary curve lies under some existence assumptions

[Cesari, p. 308] in a connected extremal pseudo-strategy E. It is also the image of

the subimmersion 5:NxR-)P, being the extremal pseudo-steering for the

problem (K,B,L,P). The necessary conditions of Theorem 1.16 are

Lagrangian. The dynamical part consists of two semi-basic forms and one vector

field.
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The next corollary is formally based on the problem (ATj, {q0} xBvL,P)

Corollary 1.17 Necessary conditions of optimal steering (local) In local co¬

ordinates (V, <I> (p) = (x, t, u, A, A()), V c P for a pseudo-steering

S (x, t) —» (x (t), t, S (t), A (t), A (t)) to be optimal in the sense of minimiz¬

ing

<i

/(x0,t0,S(t)) =£1(x(t1),t,)+jL(x(t),t,S(t))dt, (1155)

<o

with strongly respected constraint x (t) = f(x (t), t, S (t)), it is necessary to

satisfy the system ofordinary differential equations and boundary condition given

by

x(t) =/(x(t),t,S(t)) ,
t = 1

, (1156)

A(t) = -^(x(t),t,S(t))-A(t)^(x(t),t,S(t)) , (1157)

At(t) = -^(x(t),t,S(t)) -A.(t)g£(x(t),t,S(t)) , (H58)

0 = -^(x(t),t,S(t)) -A(t)|J(x(t),t,S(t)) , (1 159)

together with the boundary conditions

x(t0) = x0,t0 = a, (1 160)

A(tj) = -^(x(tl),t,) ,At(t,) = ^(xd,),^) (1 161)

Proof The vanation of the Lagrangian function

Le (x, t, x, t, A, At, u) = L (x, t, u) + A (f(x, t, u) - x) + A,t (1 -1) (11 62)

with respect to all independent variables is written as

d (L + A (f- x) + X, (1 - t)) = ^dx + ^-dt + ,-du + (f-x) dX + (11 63)
' ox at au

+ X(^dx+jdt + ~du) -Adx+ (1 -1) dA(- X,dt (1 164)
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The application of a partial integration

'i

f (-A(t)dx(t))dt = -A(t)dx(t)!lI+ f (A(t) dx(t)) dt (1.1.65)
t,

!

and the identification of vectors and covectors with identical basis leads directly

to me equations

A = Txdx + XTxdx'A>= 9tdt + *9tdt'" = 5Sdu + ^d"' (LL66)

P = f(x, t, h) ,
t = 1

,
a (t) = (A (t) dx (t), At (t) dt) , (1.1.67)

A (t,) = -^ (x (t,), t,), At (tx) = -~ (x (t,), t,). qed (1.1.68)

The next lemma and corollary are stated for representational reasons. Since the

ordinary regularity assumption of Legendre-Clebsch is not satisfied, i.e.

2„

dL
rank —?*0, (1.1.69)

dx

in optimal control, the Legendre-(contact)-transformation can not be applied to

the necessary conditions of Lagrangian type. Nevertheless, there exists the possi¬

bility to use the symplectic and presymplectic structure on the corresponding man¬

ifold and a specific Hamiltonian function such that the necessary conditions are

representable as a Hamiltonian vector field together with the vanishing of a semi-

basic one-form.

Lemma 1.18 : Hamiltonian embedding ofa vectorfield. Every complete vector

field V on a manifold M can be smoothly embedded in a globally Hamiltonian

vectorfield X. The vector field X is assumed to be defined on an open connected

compact subset of the cotangent bundle T M and generated by a Hamiltonian

function H e J(T M), where H is the interior product H =ffj P ofany vec¬

tor field W c HT* M, Tx* W = V with the Liouville one-form P e A1 (T* M).
Thefiber variable (,, p = i^dz' can locally, in canonical coordinates, be identi¬

fied with the adjoint variable of the linearization ofV.

Proof: The Hamiltonian vector field X - AH c: TT M is generated by
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d/Y = Xwp-W j dp = -X j dp, (1.1.70)

from which it follows that X\
,

= W and
'ht m

X\
, J dp = -Xwp. (1.1.71)

'VT M
K "^ '

We illustrate this assertion in local coordinates U c M, if (p) = (z) as follows :

V = giz), HizX) = C,g'(z) , (1.1.72)

z'(t) =

tf- , z'(t) = g'(z) , (1.1.73)

C.W'-^. C,«)=-^W?.. (M.74)

where these last expressions determine a system of semicoupled first order ordi¬

nary differential equations, qed

Definition 1.19 : Partially Hamiltonian vector field. A vector field X on a pre¬

symplectic manifold (P, co) is said to be locally, partially Hamiltonian, or is

called an infinitesimal automorphism of the presymplectic structure defined by

CO e A2 (P), if its flow TiRxP^P, (4" : P -> P) satisfies, for every 16 R,

¥l*a> = co. (1.1.75)

A partially Hamiltonian vector field X satisfies Lx co = 0, where the Lie-deriv¬

ative with respect to an embedded submanifold Z of P is given by

ZXJ]= z*L\z{X)T]\z = z*[Tz(X) J dr,|z + d{Tz(X) j n|z> ]. (1.1.76)

A vector field Xe TP is globally partially Hamiltonian if the d-closed form

X J co is d-exact.

Corollary 1.20 : Partially Hamiltonian embedding ofa vectorfield. Every com¬

plete vector field P © 1 <z HM <z TM on a manifold M can be smoothly embed¬

ded in a globally, partially Hamiltonian vector field X. The vector field X is

assumed to be defined on an open connected compact subset of the presymplectic

manifold (P, co) and generated by a Hamiltonian function H e ^(P) being the

interior product H = O J P of any vector field OcHP, Tq O = P with the

Liouville one-form PeA'(P). The fiber variables £,,£,t, %, %teRn+1*,
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P = ^dx1 + ^(dt, can locally be identified with the adjoint variable ofthe linear¬

ization ofP.

Proof: Corresponding to the proof of Lemma 1.18, the partially Hamiltonian vec¬

tor field X e TP is generated by

AH = Lj>-0 J dp = -X J dp, (1.1.77)

which leads to the identifications ^TIHp = O and

*IVP J dp - -Z0p. (1.1.78)

In local coordinates { U, cp (p) = (x, t, m) } ,
U c M, these expressions result in

P=/(x,t,«), Wfi,t,«,Ut) = ^f'(x,t,H)+^, (1.1.79)

clH <)H
**(!) =

^ ,
t =

^
x'(t) = f'(x,t,«) ,t = 1

, (1.1.80)

dH , df
S, (0 =

-—. , % (t) = -— (x, t, h) ^ (t) , (1.1.81)
J dx3 ' dx'

^(t)=~~5f' £t(t) = --^(x,!,«)!;, (t) , (1.1.82)

where these last expressions determine a system of u-parametrized, semicoupled

first order ordinary differential equations, qed

For representational reasons the Hamiltonian function He 7(9) is introduced

by

H = q*L + 7*qia(P®l)) . (1.1.83)

Since this Hamiltonian function is affine, we are now in the position to illustrate

the more specific necessary conditions of optimal control in the sense of Bolza

[Bolza, p. 519]. Although the the next assertion is stated as a tfieorem, its nature

is less canonical than the one of Theorem 1.16.

Theorem 1.21 .- Hamiltonian necessary conditions of optimal control. The dy¬

namical necessary conditions of the minimization problem iK, B, L, P)

min J = n*K(B) +j L (1.1.84)
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Je 7(CB),Le 7iM), Ke7iB) (1185)

subject to the strongly respected side constraints described by the plantP are rep-

resentable as apartially Hamiltonian vectorfield AH a TP on the total space of

a locally trivialfiber bundle (P, ft, T* (N x R), F), i e
,
r>* Q = co

T®(*AH) = *AH\ ,
,*d//|

,
JQ = -tfl

, (11 86)
T (NxR) IT (NxR) It (NxR)

The smooth partially Hamiltonian vectorfield AH e TP / Ker co on the presym¬

plectic manifold (P, co) has the exterior A-derivative of the Poincare-Cartan

formx

X = p-//dt (1187)

as an absolute integral invariant

Proof If we plug the Hamiltonian function given in (1 1 82) into the equation

(1 1 76), then we can identify

T<7(#dtflHp) = P©1 (1 188)

and

*d//|vp J dp = A
, (1 1 89)

where as the vanishing part of the exterior partially vanishing derivative of the

Hamiltonian function is of the form

AH-AH = a = 0
, (1 1 90)

with d being the exterior partially disappearing differentiation The other asser¬

tions are immediate consequenses qed

Example 1.22 In analytical mechanics [Santilh, p 61] there are various ap¬

proaches to the way systems with nonholonomic (nomntegrable) constraints can

be treated by Pontryagin's maximum principle The forces imposed by the con¬

straints are regarded as controls The converse point of view naturally leads to the

connection between Differential Algebraic Systems (not in the sense of Kaplan-

sky) and the presymplectic geometry [Leon, p 399] Overall, any physical force,

exterior or potential, can be considered as a control [Cesari, p 149]
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The next corollary requires in an intrinsic version the locally trivial fiber-bundle

p= (M°, tc°, NxRxR, B) and the cotangential vector-subbundle

xP = (P°, q°, M°, Rn + 2) ,P°c T*M°
,
with projection q° = x*°| being the

p°
restriction of the vector-bundle projection x*° : T M° —> M°. However, the cor¬

ollary is stated for comprehensive reasons, in its original coordinate specific lan¬

guage.

Corollary 1.23 : Pontryagin's maximum principle. In order that the pseudo-

steering S : NxR->P° is optimal for the time-dependent problem

iK, B, L, P) it is necessary that there exists a nonnegative constant AQ > 0 and a

pair (A(t),At(t)) such that:

a) S : (x, t) —» (x (t), t, h = S (t), AQ, A (t), A( (t)) is a solution ofthe canon¬

ical system

*o
dH0

-3AV

X =

dH0
'

~5A~'

t =

dH0

ix~t
'

^0 _
_a//o
dx0

A =

3/Y0
=

~5F

K
dH0

""~3T

x0(t) =L(x(t),t,S(t))

*(t) =/(x(t),t,S(t)) ,

t = 1
,

An(t) = 0,

X(t) =-X0(t)s(x(t),t,S(t))-X(t)^(x(t),t,S(t))

X,(t) =-A.o(t)^(x(t),t,S(t))-A(t)|'(x(t),f,S(t))

satisfying the boundary conditions

(x (to) > t0,. ,. ) — (x0, a,. ,. ) ,

(....xai),^^)) = (.,.,-J(x(t,),t1),-^(x(t1),t1)),
where the Hamiltonian function H0 (x, t, A, A, A

, u) is given by

1.1.91)

1.1.92)

1.1.93)

1.1.94)

1.1.95)

1.1.96)

1.1.97)

1.1.98)
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H0 (x, t, A, At, Ao, h) = AoL (x, t, «) + A/(x, t, u) + \ (1.1.99)

b) The function H0 (x (t), t, A (t), At (t), AQ, u) has an absolute minimum as a

function ofu over V c Rm for t in [t0, t,] which shall be expressed, under the

assumption ofH0 being convex in the controls, by

d//„ aL af
0 = —^ ,

0 = -Xo(t)gjj(x(t),t,S(t))-X(t)^(x(t),t,S(t)).(1.1.100)

Proof: The proof is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.16. In

the regular case AQ is normalized to 1. For a reference see [Athans, p. 305]. The

Liouville-form in this fiberbundle setup is locally of the form

Po = VK + Xdx + \dt' Po e Al (p0) (i.i-ioi)

Since a further functional analytic treament would require the consideration of the

fact that the functions /and L belong to different functional classes, it is appro¬

priate to leave the Mayer-type Pontryagin principle and to continue with the Mor¬

se-type Bolza problem of optimal control. The surjective submersion

q° : P° —> M° projects the image of the optimal pseudo-steering onto the image

of the optimal steering, or in other words,

S°opt= q°o~S°opl. qed (1.1.102)

Summary of Section 1.1.2 :

The first order necessary conditions are deduced in a coordinate free framework.

Their geometry is related to a Hamiltonian structure without the application of a

/.egendre-transformation. The Hamilton I Darboux machinery provides an effi¬

cient representational setup. The necessarry conditions select extremal curves

which strongly satisfy the given side constraint and boundary relation. A minimal

curve is determinable under the convexity assumption on the Hamiltonian with

respect to the control. The possible evaluation of a controller which drives the

plant along a nonminimal extremal curve results in suboptimality of the first kind.
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1.1.3 Standard evaluation of the necessary conditions to get a state-feedback

controller

The composition of infinitely many optimal steerings resulting from problems

which only differ by their initial conditions to one optimal state-feedback is called

the Synthesis Problem [Athans, p. 361], [Boltjanskj, p. 326], [Cesari, p. 186] and

is formally expressed by

(*„ {q0} *BVL,P) =» iK,B0xBvL,P) , 0ocNxR. (1.1.103)

In other words, the Synthesis problem deals with the glueing together process of

optimal steering units, { (p0, Sgpt) } ,
such that

(i) ^,(NxR)cEBp(cM, (1.1.104)

(ii) tc(Po) e B0,TC(5(q,)) e B,. (1.1.105)

In an abstract setup, the set of zeros of the form a e A1 (P) determines under reg¬

ularity assumptions the submanifold ScPof codimension m in the presymplec¬

tic manifold (P, CO). The manifold S is at least locally diffeomorphic to the

cotangent manifold T* (N x R) being the total space of the cotangential-bundle

x= (T* (NxR),x^xR, NxR, Rn+1*). The symplectic manifolds (S, Qs),
(T (NxR), QN) are maximal lower partner spaces [Weinstein [57], p. 333],

[Schumann [94], p. 36] of (P, co), i.e.,

l*co = Q,l : T*(NxR) ->P. (1.1.106)

In order to derive an optimal state-feedback control law Fopt: N x R —> M
,
for

the optimal control strategy Eop, =>F ((Nx R), the submanifold S has to be

generated by a smooth, injective immersion F : T N X R —> P from the contact

manifold (T NxR, x) into the presymplectic manifold (P, CO), such that

F(T'NxR) c S [Section 2.1.1]. The second part of the necessary conditions,

the control-parametrized, partially Hamiltonian vector field, is then restricted to

the symplectic manifold (S, Qs). The integration or evaluation of the latter one

is realized by the smooth injective immersion

P+ : NxR->T*(NxR) , (A, A() = (P (x, t), Pt (x, t)) . (1.1.107)

The symbol P is now doubly engaged, but the potiential of confusion is minimal,

since the different meanings are far away from one another (abstract plant vs. con-
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crete costate, depending on state and time). Finally, the product

F+=FoVoP+ of the three mappings P+ : NxR ->T* (NxR),

u:T,(NxR)^T'NxRandF:T*NxR-)P results in the desired opti¬

mal state-feedback control law F+ : N x R -»P for the Hamiltonian vector

#AHe TP. The projection q(F+ (NxR))cEopte M lies in the submanifold

Eopt, i.e. the optimal state-feedback control law for the plant P on M.

In a real setup, in local coordinates, the application of the implicit function meo-

rem to the equation

0 = -^(x,t,«)-A^(x,t,«) , (1.1.108)

and its evaluation, namely, the determination of the solution u = F (x, t, A,), i.e.

the pseudo-feedback control law of the system of partial differential equations

2. 2- "

2 2 "

0 =
i^-(i,F>t)+^(ilF,t)? + i|-(i,F1t))l+^(tIF,t)?i, (1.1.109)
dxdu $u2 dx dxdu gK2 dx

2

°'^"F^ +^"P^+^"P^ ' (1-U10)

2- 2-
3-t t>2.

°-!s(--^t>+|?<--^t>? + ss(x-^t)X+|?(ac-^,>?*- (1-L111)

is tedious if even possible. The second step is the evaluation of the system of or-

#_ I

dinary differential equations (locally the restriction AH\S )

x(t) = ^(x(t),t,A(t),F(x(t),t,A(t))) ,
t = ^ = 1 (1.1.112)

<)H

A(t) = -^(x(t),t,A(t),F(x(t),t,A(t))) , (1.1.113)

\(t) = -^(x(t),t,A(t),F(x(t),t,A(t))) , (1.1.114)

for all initial states under consideration (fl0cNxR). Together with the setup

in equation (1.1.108), this leads immediately to the system of inhomogeneous

quasi-linear partial differential equations
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lt+dx~ f{X'UP (*' ° ) = 8 iX' U P {X't}} ' d.1.115)

where the two identifications

/(x,t,P(x,t)) =/(x,t,F[x,t,P(x,t)]) , (1.1.116)

g(x,t,P(x,t)) = (-^-P(x,t)|£)(x,t,F[x,t,P(x,t)]) (1.1.117)

for notational reasons assume to hold true. The boundary condition associated to

the partial differential equation (1.1.114) is given by

P(*(h)>h) = -^(*(ti).ti) • (1.1.118)

Finally, the technical realization of the optimal nonlinear state-feedback control

law for the plant PeHMc TM is locally of me form

u =F(x,t,P(x,t)) =F(x,t) , (1.1.119)

where the optimal pseudo-feedback control law F (T* N x R) c S for the Hamil-

tonian vector field AH\S was given by me foot-point in P, which is locally

(x,t[« = F(x,t,P(x,t)) =F(x,t)],P(x,t),Pt(x,t)). (1.1.120)

The second equality in formula (1.1.111) and the equation (1.1.113) may be inte¬

grated by quadrature. From technical point of view, the feedback control law is

often required, in addition to its optimality, to have a certain amount of stabilizing

potential widi action on die qualitative behavior of the integral trajectories of the

closed-loop plant Q [Section 3.2.2].

Example 1.24 : LQ-regulator problem. The Linear-Quadratic-regulator prob¬

lem (^xTAx, (RnxR) xsp ^ixTQx + uTRu),Ax + Bu) has within this

framework the following two advantages with respect to the computational real¬

ization :

(I) The application of the implicit function theorem to the functional equation

0 =

j-
,H = i(xT(2(t)x + HTfl(t)u) +A(Ax + Bh) (1.1.121)
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results in the pseudo-feedback-controller u (t) = -R !(t)BT(t)A.

(II) The splitting A (t) = P (x (t), t) = P (t) x (t) induces via separability the

structure of an ordinary differential equation to me partial differential equation

(1.1.114), i.e.

P(t)x(t)+P(t)x(t) = -Q(t)x(t)-AT(t)P(t)x(t), (1.1.122)

andmus

P(t) =-P(t)A(t)-AT(t)P(t)-e(t)+P(t)B(t)i?-1(t)BT(t)P(t),

with end condition P (t j) = K. The LQ-controller (regulator) is then of me form

u = F(x,t) = -J?"'(t)BT(t)P(t)x . (1.1.123)

Summary of Section 1.1.3 :

The solution of me Synthesis Problem, is done in two steps. First, the rather te¬

dious evalution of the functional necessary conditions which results in the pseu¬

do-feedback control law. Second, there is the elaborate evaluation of me

Hamiltonian vector field in the sense of Liouville by finding a map

P+ : N x R —» T (NxR). Finally, the two results have to be connected in series

which leads to the desired optimal feedback control law realizing the optimal con¬

trol strategy.
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1.2 Suboptimal Control

1.2.1 Nonstandard evaluation of the necessary conditions to get a state-feed¬

back controller

In the present section tfiere are exhibited, in order to solve the optimal feedback

control problem, two computational effort-minimizing methods. Instead of re-

striding the vector field X = AH a TP/ Ker co to die submanifold S there is

under some regularity assumptions, die possibility to embed the vector field X

into a vector field Y c TP such that the projection x : TP —> TP/ Ker co applied

to Y results in x (Y) = X and the integral trajectories of Y remain in S. This vec¬

tor field contains under Cr-differentiability assumptions almost the same amount

of information with respect to the construction of an optimal control strategy. The

next lemma is related to me Theorem 1.16 and its proof contains an effective con¬

struction in local coordinates terms.

Lemma 1.24 : The locally, differentially parametrized, partially Hamiltonian

vector field Y. The local representation of the necessary conditions derived in

Theorem 1.16 is equivalent, under the regularity assumption ofLegendre-Clebsch

and the assumption that the controls belong at least to the function class C1,

equivalent to the local representation ofthe uniquely associated differentially pa¬

rametrized, partially Hamiltonian vectorfield FcTP.

Proof: The socalled underlying differentially parametrized partially Hamiltonian

vector field Y\v - i#AH © U) | on P consists of #AH c TP / Ker co and the

control vector field U cz Ker co, which in local coordinates can be shown as

*(t) =/(x(t),t,H(t)) (1.2.1)

t = 1
, (1.2.2)

*-(t) = -^(^(^^-"(O) -A(t)^(x(t),t,H(t)) , (1.2.3)

At(t) = --gr(x(t),t,H(t)) -A(t)g[(x(t),t,M(t)) , (1.2.4)

and the smooth so-called control vector field U => h (x, t, A, u), U c Ker to,

Ker co = \jKer co(p) ,

p E P
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«(t) = /i(x(t),t,A(t),a(t)) . (1.2.5)

The latter vector field is derived by the total time derivative of the m algebraic

equations which originate from the local consideration of the vanishing of the

one-form a in (1.26)

a2L
,

3 L d L a2/
r ,

a2/
,

a2/
t

dL 3/ df .,
.

^
0 = 3-3-/+^5« +

375-
+ A5-4-/+A^5u + >.^-+ {- — -A.J.}' . (1.2.6)

ax3« aw2 at3u a.rd»r £w2 dtdu dx dx du

We solve explicitly for u (t) and get

"() =iav avj {mf+^x^+xm+{-Tx-xTxtto}l2n)

or in shorthand notation

«(t) = ft(x(t),«(t),t,A(t)) . (1.2.8)

The invertibility of the term

d L 32/\ 3 H

is guaranteed either by the regularity assumption of Legendre-Clebsch, or by the

positive-definiteness condition of the second order variation of optimal control.

qed

There are two local methods for the derivation of an optimal feedback controller.

Either one solves the coupled system of inhomogeneous, quasi-linear partial dif¬

ferential equations

3F 3F

-^
+ ^f(x, t, F) = h (x, F, t, P) , (1.2.10)

^ + |^"(*,t,F) = -||(x,t,F)-P(x,t)j|(x,t,F) , (1.2.11)

where we set u (t) = F (x (t), t) and A (t) = P (x (t), t) for the ordinary dif¬

ferential equations (1.2.3), (1.2.8), or the coupled system of inhomogeneous, qua¬

si-linear partial differential equations
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dQ dO dO- (dt 3/ ^
„ „ «

f^fxf^,F)+^ih(x,F,l,Q)=-[Tx(x,uF)+Q£(^,F)) (1.2.12)

~3T
+ 3x"/(*'t,F) =*(*.f'(*.t),*,fi(x,F(x>t),t)) , (1.2.13)

with result u (t) = F (x (t), t) and A (t) = Q (x (t), u (t), t). In addition to

these approaches, which have to be chosen corresponding to the given problem

iK, B0 x Bj, L, P) ,
and which are more efficient than the standard treatment de¬

scribed in Section 1.1.3, there is a net of theoretical consequences which shall be

illustrated after the next example.

Example 1.25 : Polynomial nonlinear optimal control. The optimal control

problem (K, B0 x Bx, L, P) is locally supposed to be of die following form :

Local realization of the plant P :

P: xr(f) = Aj(t) xs (t)+ ^^(0x0(0 xp(t)+B^(t) um(t) , (1.2.14)

Local realization of the integrand of the performance index J :

L = in„xV+ !nijkxVxk+ IZabcdxaxVxd+ ^Rmnumu" , (1.2.15)

with Qsr = ors>o, zabcd>o, njk>o, nJk = njik = nkj = nkji and

Rmn > 0, Rmn = Rnm. The boundary relations are given in a (compact) connect¬

ed open subset U of the extended state-space: B0cUcNxR , Bx a B0.

Local realization of the end-cost-term :

K, = ^(t^xV + Jff^tt^xVx*. (1.2.16)

The system of quasi-linear partial differential equations (1.2.10) and (1.2.11) is in

tiiis case

ii'(t) --Rln(t)[Rmn(t)um(t)+B^(t)Ar(t)-£2rs(t)xr(t)-
" (5niJS(t)x'xJ + lEabcs(t)xaxbxc) - (Ars + A^(t))B^Ar(t)]

Ar(t) =-Qrsxs-^n xV-Iz xsxV-A^s(t)-A^As(t) . (1.2.18)

If we set
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\ (t) = Pj, (t) x' (t) + IQ (t) xk (t) x1 (t) , (1.2.19)

um (t) = - N (t) xr (t) - Mq (t) xp (t) xq (t) , (1.2.20)

and plug this into me previous equations we get a set of simple tensor differential

equations. The end-cost-term fixes the end conditions of the adjoint equation

whereas the control equation has free boundaries. For a solution see Example 2.19

in Section 2.1.3.

According to the interrelation between Lemma 1.18 and Corollary 1.19, illustrat¬

ed thus far for representational reasons only, there is a specific Hamiltonian vector

field Z on the cotangential-bundle T* M such that

TqiZ)=Y, q: T*M-»P ,7q: TT*M->TP, (1.2.21)

v = (P,<?,M,Rn+1) ,t = (T*M,x*,M,Rn+1 + m*) . (1.2.22)

The Hamiltonian vector field Z c TT M is generated by the Hamiltonian func¬

tion of the form

F = x**L+T*x*(p(P©l)) + $(U) ,
Fe J(T*M).(1.2.23)

The presymplectic manifold (P, co) is an invariant submanifold of the Hamilto¬

nian vector field Z e TT*M.

In local coordinates (V, <)) (p) = (x, t, u, A, At, p)) ,VcT*M the fundamental

2-form Q e A2 (T* M) is of the form

Q = dA a dx + dAt a dt + dp a d« (1.2.24)

and the Hamiltonian vectorfield Z = #dF c TT* M is given by

x (t) = f(x it), t, u (t)) + p (t) U (x (t), t, H (t), A (t)) , (1.2.25)

t = 1
, (1.2.26)

«(t) - A(x(t),«(t),f,A(t)) , (1.2.27)

^(t) = -(^ +^ + P^)(^(t),t,u(t),A(t),p(t)) , (1.2.28)
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, (dt ,df dh\
X'(t) =-|97 +^ + P-§7j(JC(t).'."(t),A(t),p(t)) , (1.2.29)

^(t) = -[^ +^ + Pg^J(;c(t),t,«(t),A.(t),p(t)) . (1.2.30)

The variable p e Rm is called die cocontrol and has the property ofbeing canon¬

ical. Essentially there are two cases to be distinguished. If me cocontrol is unequal

to zero, the system of 2(n+l+m) first order ordinary differential equations deter¬

mines suboptimal trajectories in the abstract phase space T M. Furthermore, the

set of zeros of the cocontrol on which its derivative vanishes is equal to the pre¬

symplectic manifold (P, co).

The equations (1.2.28) and (1.2.29) are in this case of me form

dF dF

~3F 9x

dh
/(x,t,F) +p^ix,F,t,P) = h (x, F, t, P) (1.2.31)

^ + ^/(x,t,F) =-^(x,t,F)-Pix,t)^cix,l,F)-p^c(x,F,t,P) ,(1.2.32)

where we set u (t) = F (x (t), t; p) ,
A (t) = P (x (t), t; p). If the cocontrol

variable p vanishes identically over the whole time interval under consideration,

we get locally the technical realization of the optimal state-feedback control law

[see (1.2.10), (1.2.11)]. Another version arises if we set «(t) = F(x(t),t; p),

A(t) = g(x(t),«(t),t; p),namely,

dF dF

~5f ~dx

dh
/(x,t,F) +p^ix,F,t,Q)

dt Hx fix,t,F)+Pwiix,F,t,Q)

= h (x, F, t, Q) ,

dQ~
+ ^h (x, F, t, Q) =

dt df dh

^
(*. t, F) + Q£ (x, t, F) + pJx (x, F, t, Q)

(1.2.33)

(1.2.34)

Lemma 1.26 : Vanishing ofthe cocontrol. A necessary conditionfor a controller

u (t) = F(x(t),t; p) to be optimal, is the vanishing of the time-derivative

p (t) ofthe cocontrol over the desired time interval, i.e.,
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p(t)=o =* £+ps+pKj(x't'F(x't:p),p)=o' (i-235)

and equivalently

(dt df dh ^
p(t)=0 =* {du+Qdli + pdll)(x't'F{x'v-p)>p)=0- (1-236)

Proof: The proof of the this lemma is trivial but the importance of its assertions

in the context of optimal control justifies its statement.

By the application of the implicit function meorem the constant cocontrol p may

under regularity assumption of Legendre-Clebsch [Section 2.1.1] be determined

as a function of the extended state, i.e., p = R (x, t). A special case asrises if we

consider

which leads via the results from above, u = F (x, t; 0), A = P (x, t; 0), to

p = R (x, t) = 0 in the optimal case.

Remaining is to plug the determined structure of the controller into the concrete

plant and deduce some structural properties of the closed-loop system [Definition

1.11].

Example 1.27 : The control vector field U of the previous example is locally de¬

termined by.

n'(x,t,H,A) =-Rln(t)[Rmn(t)um + B^(t)Ar-Qrs(t)xr-
(1.2.38)

- (^(Ox'xJ + ^Wx'xV) - (Ars + Aqsx")B*Ar]

The equations (1.2.25)-(1.2.30) corresponding to the optimal control problem

given in Example 1.25 are of the form

xr (t) = Arsxs (t) + I Aqpxi (t) Xp (t) + Brmum (t) +

, (1.2.39)
+ p (t) (Kln (Brn - (Ars + A^x" (t)) } BJ))

u'(t) = n'(x(t),t,H(t),A(t)), (1.2.40)
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A(t) =-((Qrsxr + inijkxV + izabcdxaxbxc) +A(Ars + Aqsx"(t)))

+ P { («rs+ Xsx' + }W*b> - W^B* >

P„ (t) = - Rmn (0 um (0 - Brn (t) Ar (t) - Rln (t) ftmn (t) p, (t) , (1.2.42)

where the Hamiltonian function F s 7(T M) has a local representation of the

form

F(x, t, «, A., Xt, p) = L (x, t, u) + A/(x, t, «) + At + ph (x, t, u, X), (1.2.43)

and where we omitted me equation for the cotime, since it always can be solved

by quadrature and its integral does not directly interact in die pseudo-feedback

control law. The necessary condition of Lemma 1.26 concerning the vanishing of

me cocontrol is in matrix notation implicitly expressed by

«T(t)/?(t) -A(t)B(t) -p (t)J?"1 (t)Jfr(t) =0, (1.2.44)

s

cocontrol p

which leads via me identity R - -R~XRR~X to the explicit determination of the

p(t) = «T(t)/c(t) +A(t)fl(f)/r1(t)/c(t) (1.2.45)

We will see later in Section 3.1.2, that the optimal pseudo-feedback in this exam¬

ple is u = -R~l it) BT it) AT from which it follows that the constant cocontrol in

equation (1.2.45) is identically zero.

Example 1.28 : Affine-quadratic optimal control. The vector field Z e TT M

of a Hamiltonian suboptimal control associated to an optimal control problem

iK, B, L, +L2, P), with a plant P c HM <z TM with a local affine representa¬

tion, is of the form

x(t)=^, x(t) =/(x(t),t)+*(x(t))B(t)+p(t)3J (1.2.46)

dF
1 =

^,
f = 1

, (1.2.47)

<
dF , 9/2,

,
9/

,
dg dh

Xit) =-^,Xit) =-^-Xit)£-Xit)£u-Pit)Tx, (1.2.48)
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,
dF

, 9(1, +L2)
,

9/ 9ft

«(0 =

9F

9F

«(t) - ft(x(t),t,«(t),A(t)) ,

P(t) = -g£.*(0
9£2
~9Y

a/
9h-A(t)^-p(t)

9ft

d~u

(1.2.49)

(1.2.50)

(1.2.51)

In order to establish a connection between the Hamiltonian suboptimal control

with an optimal control source, L2 is assumed to have a Hessian matrix with full

rank. Then we may choose L2 for simplicity such that locally it is of the form

/22(t,V(t)) = ^«T(t)/?(t)H(t) .

The control equation (1.2.50) is then explicitely of the form

«(t) = -R~1it)gTixit))

This result is stated as a theorem.

&<i
, 9/ ,

dg

(1.2.52)

(1.2.53)

Theorem 1.29 : Affine-quadratic optimal control. The local representation of

the control vectorfield ofa Hamiltonian suboptimal control with a separatedper¬

formance index with one part being a quadraticform in the control and a plant

with affine representation, is again affine.

Summary of Section 1.2.1 :

The treatment of the evaluation of the necessary conditions in order to compute a

feedback controller avoids the elaborate application of the implicit function theo¬

rem to the functional control equation. In addition, the cocontrol variable is ca¬

nonical in the sense of Darboux and gives a local measure of the suboptimality of

the Hamiltonian vector field Z which is associated to an optimal control problem

iK, B, L, P). If the cocontrol vanishes, the necessary conditions of optimal con¬

trol appear. The evaluation of the desired feedback is done in wider cirrcumstanc-

es depending on p. In the last stage, there is u = F (x, t; [ p = 0]) = F (x, t).

Finally, the impact of affinity and quadratic forms in the problem iK, B, L, P) to

the control vector field is illustrated in an example with adapted local coordinates.
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1.2.2 The problem statement of suboptimal control

In this section we deal with (Hamiltonian) suboptimality .
This situation arises if

a given initial value problem (40, E) is smoothly embedded into a variational

problem ik, A, I, E), in the sense of Lemma 1.18 in Section 1.1.2. The quadruple

ik, A, I, E) consists, from right to left, of a regular vector field E e TM, a func¬

tion le 7iM), a boundary relation /IcMxM and a boundary cost-term

k e 7iA). The four entries of die quadruple ik, A, I, E) shall be introduced in

the sequence of their restrictive action to me problem.

The vector fieldE is closely related to the vector field PcHMcTM and the

vector field U a TM/ HM. If for example the manifold M is the total space of a

globally trivial fiber-bundle m - (M, tc, NxR, B), M = NxRxB, then the

following is possible

E = P@l®U
. (1.2.54)

Example 1.30 : One may consider a vector field E on M and a local chart

(U, tp (p) - (x, t, u)) on M witii local coordinates adapted to the submersion

tc : M->NxR such mat E has a local representation of the form

x(t) =/(x(t),t,«(t)) ,t = 1
, (1.2.55)

«(t) = ft(x(t),t)+7k(x(t),t)uk, k = l,...,m (1.2.56)

In any case, the design strategy consists on the one hand, in the introduction of the

technical plant P, and on the other hand, in the structural setup with maximal app-

riory knowledge of the desired or possible algebraical structure of the controller

to be implemented. This approach is differentially equivalent to the inverse prob¬

lem ofoptimal control which is formally given by either

iKv {q0} x B„ ,P) (5) -* (L) or (tf„ BQx Bv ,P) (F) -* (L) (1.2.57)

The evaluation of the inhomogeneous partial differential equation

r)F r)F

-^
+ ^/(x, t, F (x, t)) = ft (x, t) +jfk (x, t) Fk (x, t) , (1.2.58)

leads directiy to me local feedback control law u - F (x, t) which is the state-

feedback realization of a control strategy EcM.
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Example 1.31 : An additional design goal could be established if me vector field

E on M satisfies some stability properties. If the vector field E has compact sup¬

port (i.e., if the closure of the set {p e M\E (p) * 0} is compact, or especially
if the manifold M is compact) then the integral curves ofE have infinite life-time

[Abraham, p. 248]. In other words, if the original plant is not necessarily stable

on the desired open subset of the manifold M for any control, then the equation

(1.2.56) may be set up to generate a stabilizing control [Chaper 3, Section 6.2].

The next entry in the quadruple ik, A, I, E) which is going to be discussed is the

function le 7(M). This function is locally comparable with the function

Le J(U) of an optimal control problem iK, B, L, P). As mentioned above, the

pullback of the function le J(M) to TT* M is going to be added to me interior

product of the general vector field Xe TT M with the Liouville 1-form

pE A!(T*M),

f = £*(/ + ji(E)) +p(JT) ,
fe JF(TT*M),(1.2.59)

where there is

£:TT*M->M, 8. :TT*M->T*M, £ = x*o8.
. (1.2.60)

T M T M

Formally its integal over a curve b c V c T* M

7(b) = J * (1.2.61)
b

defines a real-valued function / on the space of curves

<B= {b = im 8, 8 : R -> TM |b c UVt e [t0, t,] } . (1.2.62)

The evaluation of me so-called performance index je 7("B) is done via die pull-

back 8* : A0 CB) -»A°(R)

8*7 = J5Y fdt = J f(x(t),t,«(t),x(t),t,«(t),X(t),Xt(t),p(t))dt, (1.2.63)

where y*j is constant over R and die pullback / is associated to the inclusion

i: (B->T M. This evaluation is based on the synchronisation of die curve pa¬

rameter b = im 8(t) and the running time variable t.
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Definition 1.32 : Minimal curve. The curve b e <BA in T*M is called a minimal

curvefor the boundary relation A ifthe restriction ofj to lBA has a minimum at b.

The boundary relation A is in general supposed to be an appropriate submanifold

of A c M x M of the cartesian product of the manifold M with itself. The ques¬

tion of compatibility with the vector field E is answered by me requirement of

enough transversality.

Example 1.33 : In order to introduce an initial value problem iA0, E), the

boundary relation must be of me special form 40cM, an open submanifold

transversal to me integral curves of the vector field E. In local coordinates there

are two cases which shall be distinguished. The initial manifold is given by

A) = (* (to) = *0 (r), t0 = a (r), h (t„) = «0 (r)) , (1.2.64)

with parametrization re Rn +1 + m
or mere is just one initial point in M, i.e.,

A) = {Po> = (*(*()) = *o> lo = a> " (lo) ="o) • (1.2.65)

Finally, me last entry in the quadruple (k,A,l,E) is the smooth function

k e 7iA) on the boundary relation A. In comparison with the optimal control

problem, it has a similar purpose like the function K e 7iB) and is thus called a

boundary value function.

The next corollary is stated in relation to the Lemma 1.18 of Section 1.1.2.

Corollary 1.34 : Hamiltonian embedding. Every complete vectorfield E e TM

on a manifoldM can be smoothly embedded in a globally Hamiltonian vectorfield

X. The vectorfield X is assumed to be defined on an open connected compact sub¬

set of the cotangent bundle T* M and generated by a Hamiltonian function

h e 7if M) being the interior product h = W J P of any vector field
We HT*M, ix*),W = E with the Liouville one-form ps A1 iT* M). The fi¬

ber variable 9, (£, ^, %) e Rn + m*
, P = ^dx1 + £(dt + Zkduk, can locally be

identified with the adjoint variables of the linearization ofE.

Proof : As in the proof of Lemma 1.18, we demonstrate the assertion in local,

adapted coordinates {U, <p (p) = (x, t, u) } ,
U c M,

E = (/(x,t,«),l,ft(x,t,K)), (1.2.66)
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ft (x, t, u, %, 5t) = \ f (x, t, h) + $t + xk hk (x, t, a) , (1.2.67)

3ft
.

3ft , dh
„

dh

*'(t)=^,t
=

^j(t)=--,;;t(t)==-^, (1.2.68)

x'(t) = f(x(t),t,«(t)),t = 1, iik(t) = hk(x(t),t,«(t)), (1.2.69)

tit) = - ^ (t) —- (x (t), t, u it)) -

xk (t) — (x (t), t, « (t)) , (1.2.70)
1 dx1 dx'

X,(t) =-X1(t)^i(*(t),t,«(t))-xk(t)^T(x(t),t,n(t)) (1.2.71)
9u' 3u'

where these last expressions (1.2.69), (1.2.70) and (1.2.71) determine a system of

semicoupled first order ordinary differential equations, qed

Theorem 1.35 : Hamiltonian embedding ofsuboptimal control. To the subopti¬

mal control problem ik, A, l,E) is canonically associated a Hamiltonian vector

field S e TT* M on T*M

S J Q = -dft
,

Qe A2(T*M) (1.2.72)

generated by a Hamiltonian function ft e fF(T M) which is given by

h = x"(/ + u(F)) . (1.2.73)

In local coordinates (V, ft (p) = (x, t, u, X, At, p)) ,VcT*M the Hamiltonian

h is of the form

ft (x, t, u, X, At, p) = / (x, t, h) + A/(x, t, k) + At + pft (x, t, u) . (1.2.74)

The symplectic 2-form ilisa relative integral invariant ofthe Hamiltonian vector

fieldS.

Proof: The proof follows by construction given in Corollary 2.5. The symplectic

2-form Q is a relative integral invariant [Libermann, p. 395] of S.

A control strategy of the vector field E c TM is an embedded submanifold

EcM of codimensionm described in Definition 1.7. The adapted version of this

philosophy, mat a vector field is driven or equivalently controlled by its foot

points, requires in the case of suboptimal control me following definition :
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Definition 1.36 : ControllCostatelCocontrol strategy. A control!costatelcocon¬

trol startegy is an embedded submanifold D o/T M ofcodimension n+2m being

transversal to thefibers of (T M, r, N x R, F) and thus diffeomorphic to N X R.

A state feedback realization of this strategy is a section F : N x R —> T M such

tiiat F(NxR) cD. A steering realization of this strategy is a subimmersion

S:NxR-»T*M such that S (N x R) c D.

Definition 1.37 : Suboptimal control problem. In a suboptimal control problem

there is given the quadruple ik, A, I, E) and demanded a controllcostatelcotimel

cocontrol strategy for the vectorfield dh e TT M, such that the evaluation of

thefunctional on D

/(b) = x**kiA) +| t
, beU^bcD (1.2.75)

b

attains a minimum.

Hence, die solution of a suboptimal open-loop control problem

(*> (Pol x Ai> l> E) *s a subimmersion 5 : N x R —> T M such that die vector

field dft restricted toDoS(NxR), dftlD, fully determines a minimal curve

for the boundary relation {p0} x Ax and the performance index j of equation

(1.2.75).

The solution of a suboptimal closed-loop control problem ik, A0 x 4,, /, E) ,

A0 c M is a section F : N x R —> T M such that the integral curves of the re¬

stricted plant dftlD determine the set of minimal curves b in D c T* M for the

performance index j of equation (1.2.75) obeying to the boundary relation

A0x Al.

Summary of Section 1.2.2 :

Definition 1.38 : Suboptimal control problem (formal). The ordered quadruple

ik, A, I, E) consists,from right to left, ofa vectorfield E e TM, a smoothfunc¬

tion le 1F(M) as the first summand in thefunctional j e J( <B), a boundary re¬

lation A c M X M and a boundary value term ke 7iA).

Mathematical realization ofa suboptimal steering :

suAp,:NxR->t*m a-2-76)
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subKpt'- U,t) -^(x(t),t,« = s(t),A(t),At(t),p = r(t)) (1.2.77)

Mathematical realization of a suboptimalfeedback :

sa/opr:NxR-^T*M- (I-2-78)

In technical reality, the control engineer has often a much better idea of the struc¬

ture of me controller he is going to apply, than me precise mathematical model of

the living plant. In addition, me rich structure of suboptimal control and its inter¬

action with me special case, namely to the optimal control problem, opens various

possibilities for efficient computational algorithms.
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2. Optimal Feedback Control

2.1 Optimal state feedback control

So far we have derived me conditions of optimal control which are necessary re¬

gardless whatever the desired realization of me optimal control strategy

Eopt c M. In this chapter we introduce and illustrate the additional necessary con¬

ditions in order to get an optimal closed-loop state feedback control. In the sense

of maximal applicability, the constructive part of these conditions shall be under¬

lined such mat the objects required can be used for die construction of me solution

as well.

We assume me existence of solutions to die optimal steering problems

iK, {q0} x Bj, L, P), Vq0 e B0 in the differentially relaxed sense of Filipov

[Cesari, p. 308] and the local controllability of the plant P on an open subset of N.

Definition 2.1 : Optimalfeedback controllability. A plant P c HM c TM in an

optimal control problem iK, BQ x B,, L, P) is called locally optimal feedback

controllable on an open subset U c M if the synthesis problem with B0 c tc (U)

has a solution. It is called globally optimalfeedback controllable if\J lies dense

in M.

The result of the synthesis problem, i.e. the composition of optimal steering units

{ (p0, Sopl) } ,
is an open subset of me optimal control strategy E ,

c M. Since

Eopt is required to be diffeomorphic to N x R mere is always a possible realiza¬

tion of Eopt by an extended state-feedback controller, Fopt (NxR) c Eopt.

In order to fully respect me controllability conception of control theory, the Def¬

inition 2.1 is modified.

Definition 2.2 : Controllability in a set of optimal control problems. A plant

P c HM c TM in a set ofoptimal control problems {Kw B0a x Bla, L,P}

is called optimalfeedback controllable on an open subset U c E
t if the synthe¬

sis problems have a solution [Geering [76], p. 120].

The sequel is based on Definition 2.1.
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2.1.1 Necessary conditions for optimal state feedback control; transversality

The first necessary condition was already mentioned at the beginning of Section

1.1.2 in Chapter 1, where it was assumed tiiat me 1-form ae A1 (P) is regular at

its zeros in the sense of Legendre-Clebsch. Hence, this form determines a regular,

submanifold S of codimension m in the presymplectic manifold P.

Definition 2.3 : Transversality. Let M, F, P be differentiable manifolds. Let

F : M —»P and G : F —> P be differentiable maps. We say that F and G are

transverse if, for every pair (p, q) e M X F satisfying F (p) = G (q),

TFp (TqM) + TGq (TqN) = TrP , (2.1.1)

where r = F (p) = G (q).

In optimal control tiieory we will concentrate our attention on the following. Let

F : M -» P be a differentiable map and let F be a submanifold of P. The map F

is said to be transverse to the submanifold F if it and the canonical injection

i:F-)Pare transverse, i.e. if

TFp(TqM)+TqN = TqP (2.1.2)

for every point p in M whose image q= F(p) belongs to F.

A pseudo-strategy E c P is me origin of an optimal control strategy Eopt c M,

q (E) = Eopl if the Hamiltonian H attains a global minimum in E witii respect

to the controls. For the next lemma we assume the submanifold S to be realized

by the section F : T*(NxR) -^ P, F(T* (NxR)) c S.

Lemma 2.4 : Transversality of S.In order that the submanifold S in P of codi¬

mension m is the origin of an optimal control strategy E t
in M it is necessary

that it is an open submanifold of the optimal pseudo-strategy Eopt.

Proof: Since the surjective submersion q restricted to the submanifold S of P is

a projection along die fibers of me locally trivial fiberbundle

v = i P, q, M, Rn +' *), the transversality property of S wim respect to the fibers

of the locally trivial fiberbundle (P, ft, T* (N x R), F) becomes necessary if

E
t
is to be a control strategy. In local coordinates a point in E is given by

(x, t, [u = F (x, t, A) ], A, At) e S c E
. qed (2.1.3)
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The next space can be regarded as die realization of the intersection of me con¬

ception of a strategy and of the Liouville type integration.

Definition 2.5 : Lagrange submanifold. A ^-dimensional submanifold L ofa 2q-

dimensional symplectic manifold (£, Q) is called a Lagrangian submanifold if

Q. induces the zeroform on L [Weinstein [57], p. 334].

A Lagrange submanifold is both isotropic and coisotropic. For a cotangent mani¬

fold T* (N x R) = £ one may distinguish me vertical subbundle VT* (N x R)

of TT* (NxR) consisting of tangent spaces of die fibers of the covector bundle

(T* (NxR), x^xR, NxR, Rn+ '*). The vertical subbundle VT* (NxR) de¬

fines a foliation of T* (N x R) whose leaves are Lagrangian submanifolds. For

me purpose of control theory we are focusing on a type of Lagrange submanifold

which is special by way of its generation.

Lemma 2.6 : Realization of a specific class of Lagrange submanifolds. The

Lagrange submanifold LcT (NxR) is defined by a section

P+ : N x R —» T (NxR) if and only if i£,xR| is a diffeomorphism. A neces¬

sary conditionfor L to be defined by a section s is that L is transversal to the ver¬

ticalfoliation of VT* (NxR).

Proof : For a proof see [Vaisman, p. 8]. The generation of such a specific

Lagrange submanifold is discussed at the end of this section.

Lemma 2.7 : Transversality of P+ (NxR). In order that the injective immer¬

sion F+ : N x R —» P, F+ = Fopt o P+ is a realization of the optimal pseudo-

strategy Eopt it is necessary that the image P+ (N x R) of the smooth section

P+ : N x R —> T (NxR) «a specific (Lemma 2.6) Lagrange submanifold L of

(T*(NxR),ttNxR).

Proof : The mapping T : (T* (NxR), QNxR) -> (S, fis) is according to

Lemma 2.4 a symplectomorphism. Since, via the immersion i: L —»T* (N x R)

and T, the pullback of me 2-form Cls = t*co onto the submanifold L vanishes

identically, the image T (L) = L' of L is a Lagrange submanifold of (S, £ls).
The injective immersion F+ is equivalently described by
F+ = Fopl o P+ = i' oT o P+ with the canonical inclusion i' : L' —> S. The im¬

age P+ (N X R) has to be a specific submanifold in the sense of Lemma 2.6 in

T (NxR). The Lagrange property of this submanifold is determined in Section

2.1.4. qed
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To sum up, in optimal control tiieory, me optimal control strategy

Eopt = qiEopt) is the projection of me optimal pseudo-strategy Eop, which itself

is diffeomorphic to the cotangent manifold T (N x R). In mis symplectic man¬

ifold lives die realizing Lagrange manifold L which is itself diffeomorphic to the

extended state space NxR.

After die introduction of this crucial property of transversality in its different ap-

pearences the question arises as to how to check me required properties. The

transversality of the submanifold S in the sense of Definition 2.3 can be checked

as follows.

Let us introduce the canonical injection t : S —»P. Then the semi-basic 1-form

a e A1 (P) vanishes on S. If we consider the 2-form da on P then the identical

vanishing of its pullback to S by i* is significant for the required transversality

property. In local coordinates this requirement is equivalent to the full rank prop¬

erty of the matrix

2„
3/7

5?'
R14)

The transversality of the submanifold L in the sense of Lemma 2.6 can be estab¬

lished as follows.

The generation of the realization of the class of specific Lagrange submanifolds

[Lemma 2.6] L can be done, at least locally, by me exterior derivative of a

monotonly increasing, bounded function W e ?"(U), U c N x R such that

T*Tc|p(oc) = diWos-1) = ;*pNxR, (2.1.5)

with PNxR e A1 (T* (NxR)) being the Liouville 1-form on T* (NxR). In lo¬

cal adapted coordinates this is

dW dW

(A,A() = (P(x,t),Pt(x,t)) = (-g-(x,t),-5F(x,t)). (2.1.6)

The fundamental property of the generated Lagrange submanifold is men evalu¬

ated by

U'PnxR = "^NxR = '*« = 0 (2-l-7>
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and is locally of the form

idW)* [dA a dx + dAt a dt] = (2.1.8)

dW dW dW d W
= —TdxAdx + -T-T-dtAdx + *r3-dxAdt-t-—=-dtAdt = 0

, (2.1.9)
dx2 3t3x 3x3t gt2

where mere is dW (NxR) c L. A function W exists globally if and only if the

cohomology class [i PNxR] inH^L, R) is zero.

Another type of generation of the specific class of Lagrange submanifolds men¬

tioned in Lemma 2.6 is possible by the image C, (N x R) of a closed Pfaffian form

C e A1 (N x R), dt; = 0. Conversely, a submanifold L of T* (N x R), such mat

die restriction to L of the canonical projection tNXR:T (NxR)->NxR,

% x rI *s a diffeomorphism from L onto N x R, is me image of a unique closed

1-form £ = (%xR| )~ on N xR. This 1-form is closed if and only if L is

Lagrangian. The first kind of generation ofme Lagrange submanifolds transversal

to me vertical fibration of T* (N x R) is a special case of the latter.

The trajectories of me necessary conditions of Theorem 1.16 or equivalently of

the Pontryagin minimum principl are composable via the syntiiesis problem only

if the two transversality conditions are satisfied. In the following section we give

some further methods for me verification of the required properties.

Summary of Section 2.1.1:

In the conception of optimal feedback controllability we are asking for die exist¬

ence of an optimal control strategy. Since the latter is by definition diffeomorphic

to the extended state manifold N x R, it can always be generated by an extended

state feedback control law. The composition of optimal steering units into a field

of integral curves with manifold property requires twice a geometric, structural

property, namely the transversality. Once for the existence of a pseudo-strategy

and a second time for the Lagrange submanifold carrying die previous one.
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2.1.2 Necessary condition for optimal state-feedback control; integrability

In this section we introduce a different approach to additional necessary condi¬

tions for me solvability of the Synthesis problem

jK,B0xBvL,P) (F)
'

"

'

^
. (2.1.10)

V *> F

We start on the level of integrability conditions for die integration of me Hamil¬

tonian vector field dH\s e TS in the sense of Liouville.

Definition 2.8 : Integrability. Let (E, Q, H) be a Hamiltonian system with a 2q-

dimensional symplectic manifold £, a nondegenerate closed two-form

Q e A2 (Z) and a Hamiltonian function He iF(E). Then the system is said to

be integrable if'it has q differentiable first integrals /,,...,/£ 7i%) defined on

the whole manifold E, whose differentials are linearly independent on a dense

open subset ofthe manifold.

It turns out that this kind of integrability is a structural property of the problem

iK, B0 x B,, L, P) since it measures the number and range of integral invariants

of the associated dynamical necessary conditions.

Definition 2.9 : Verification ofthe integrabilityproperty. On an open connected

subset VofrL the evaluation ofthe infinitesimal criterion

L*dHf=0 (2.1-11)

is equivalent with the determination of the function being constant under the

Hamiltonianflow along an integral trajectory of the vectorfield AH.

Proof : An illustration of equation (2.1.11) in local coordinates

(U,v(p) = (z,0),UcZ

3/Y
,N

dfjz, 0 9// r.dfizX)

-9T
{z' & -£ 9^

(z' 9
-^

= ° (2-L12)

results in a linear partial differential equation widi nonlinear coefficients and a so¬

lution fiz (t), C (t)) = const along an integral curve (z (t), £ (t)), witii a

constant sometimes set equal to a part of the initial- or end-condition of the inte¬

gral trajectory under consideration. Under enough regularity assumptions, the im-
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plicit function theorem applies such that the image of the section in die cotangent

bundle is a manifold,

/i qiz,Z(z)) = const} q
=> C = Z(z; const, q) . (2.1.13)

For some further conceptions and concrete methods of integration see [Pommaret,

p. 480]. In order to avoid die application of the implicit function meorem one di-

recdy integrates the equations

t)P rlP

-5r
+ ^r7(x,t,P(x,t)) =f(x,t,P(x,t)) , (2.1.14)

-£ + -^fix, t, P (x, t)) = gt (x, t, P (x, t)) , (2.1.15)

with boundary condition given by the gradient of the end-cost-term Kx on the

concrete submanifold B,, as mey are given in Section 2.1.1. qed

Example 2.10 : A Casimir function C e J(P) which is constant along orbits

of all possible Hamiltonian vector fields is a first integral [Olver, p. 380].

The space of first integrals of the Hamiltonian system (E, Q, H) is a Lie subal-

gebra of C°° (E, R) for the Lie algebra structure defined by the Poisson bracket.

For autonomous (time-independent) systems (E", Q", H) the Hamiltonian H~ is

a first intgral. A first integral can always be regarded itself as a Hamilton function.

Thus it generates a vector field d/ which is a symmetry vector field for the

Hamiltonian vector field associated to the problem [Marie, p. 249], [Marsden

[38], p. 122], [Vaisman, p. 8].

The next few tiieorems state the necessity of an integrability property in order to

get a state-feedback controller.

Theorem 2.11: Optimal state-feedback controllability (direct). A plant P in an

optimal control problem (K, B, L, P) is globally feedback controllable, only if

for the partially Hamiltonian vectorfield Y c TP there exists n + 1 functionally

independent first integrals ( /,, ...,/n+1) = G, G : P-»Rn+1 such that the

submanifold G~ (c)cP,ceR"+1is transversal to the verticalfoliation VP.

Proof: In order mat the codimensional m submanifold G~ (c) c P is me carrier

of the optimal pseudo-strategy it is necessary that it is diffeomorphic to M. In lo-
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cal adapted coordinates the partially Hamiltonian vector field Y is given by

*(0 =/(x(t),t,H(t)) (2 116)

t = 1
, (2 1 17)

MO =-^(x(t),t,«(t))-A(t)^(x(t),t,«(t)) , (2118)

At(t) =--5F(x(t),t,«(t))-A(t)g[(x(t),t,H(t)) , (2119)

«(t) = ft(x(t),t,A(t),«(t)) (2120)

The n+1 first integrals are formally

/i> ,/n + i(x, t, «, A, At) = constx n+1, (2121)

upon which, me application of die implicit function theorem, under the regularity

assumption corresponding to die required tranversahty, would yield to the explicit

expression

A = Qix, t, u,constx n + 1) , A, = Qtix,t,u, const, n + ]) (2 122)

The left-hand equation together with the setup u (t) = F (x (t), t) plugged into

equation (2 1 20) fully determines me technical realization of an optimal state-

feedback controller qed

Theorem 2.12 Optimal state-feedback controllability (indirect) A plant P in a

an optimal control problem (K, B, L, P) is globallyfeedback controllable, only

iffor the underlying Hamiltonian system (T M, Q, F) there exists n + 1 + m

functionally independent first integrals (/,, ,/„,/„+,. >/n+i + m) = &•

G T*M->Rn+1 + m
such that the submanifold G'1 (c) cT*M, ce Rn+1+m

is transversal to the verticalfoliation VT M

Proof The existence of m first integrals for (T*M, Q., F) is necessary for the

generation of me invariant submanifold P which is transversal to the vertical fo¬

liation The remaining n+1 first integrals restricted to P generate the integration

of the Hamiltonian vector field dFI = d//| e TE in me sense of Liouville and
'e 'e

the previous theorem (2 11) Since the requirement m this theorem is only part of

all the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimal control, we can not expect

to have conditioned an optimal control strategy
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In local, adapted coordinates me Hamiltonian vector field dF is given by

dh
x (t) = fix (t), t, u (t)) + p (t) ^ (x (t), t,X it), h (t)) , (2.1.23)

f = 1
, (2.1.24)

«(t) = ft(x(t),t,Mt),u(t)) (2.1.25)

A.(t) =-^(x(t),t,«(t))-X(t)^-p(t)^, (2.1.26)

At(t) =-^(^(t),t,«(t))-A(t)|"-p(t)-^, (2.1.27)

3L 3/ 3ft
P(t) =-^(x(t),t,«(t))-A(t)^-p(t)^. (2.1.28)

The n+l+m first integrals are formally

h •••./n./n+i>--./n + i + m(^t,«,A,At) = const^ n + 1 + m , (2.1.29)

upon which me application of the implicit function meorem, under the regularity

assumption corresponding to the required tranversality, would lead to me explicit

expression

A = Qix,t, u; constln + l + m) , At = Qtix,t, u; constln+l + m) ,(2.1.30)

p = R ix,t,u; constln + 1 + m) . (2.1.31)

The transition to the original optimal control problem is always possible by set¬

ting the the cocontrol identically zero. The rest of die proof proceeds in a similar

fashion as the proof of the previous meorem (2.11). qed

Theorem 2.13: Suboptimalfeedback controllability. A suboptimal control prob¬

lem ik, A, l,E) is suboptimalfeedback controllable only ifthe associated Hamil¬

tonian system (T*M, ii, ft) has n+l+m first integrals

(/i> —./n+i+m) = E> E: T*M->Rn+1+m such that the submanifold

ET1 (c) c T* M, c e Rn +1 + m
is transversal to the verticalfoliation VT* M.
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Summary of Section 2.1.2 :

The requirement of the structural property integrability is a necessary condition

for the integration of Hamiltonian vector fields in the sense of Liouville. We in¬

troduced this property, demonstrated its verification and applied it to various op¬

timal and suboptimal state-feedback control realizations of control strategies.
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2.1.3 Necessary and sufficient condition for optimal state feedback contro;

Hilbert, Caratheodory

In a treatment of optimal control in the sense ofHilbert and Caratheodory one has

to calibrate die function J* by adding die integrand of a path-independent integral

to Lagrange function Le e y(TP), i.e.,

J03 = r+ ie*W) (3s) ,
y°ara = e*KiB) +J(Le+ L/W) (2.1.32)

s

such that on all stationary curves s c TP which projects % : TP —> M onto min¬

imal curves c c M [Definition 1.6] the evaluation of the new performance index

ycara g ^-^ js mjnjmai ^j equal to zero.

Theorem 2.14 : Caratheodory's calibration applied to optimal state-feedback

control. For a control stategy E in M to be optimal with respect to a given prob¬

lem iK, BQ x Bj, L, P) it is necessary and sufficient that

(i) q* (L + a (P © 1)) =0, on Eopt, q {£„„) = Eopt (2.1.33)

(ii) a = r*dW, We y(NxR), p = T*qia) (2.1.34)

(Hi) L + a(P ©1) attains a minimum at Eopt (2.1.35)

(iv) W(B,) =KxiBx) (2.1.36)

Proof: The first and the last requirement result from the calibration which is ac¬

cording to Lemma 2.15 always possible. The second and tiiird assertion are nec¬

essary since J0* e 7iS) is set such mat it takes a minimum at all stationary

curves in TP which projects onto minimal curves in M. qed

Lemma 2.15 : Invariance of necessary condition of optimal control. The sub¬

traction ofthe term L&e* W, with We 7(N X R) and e:TP->Nx R,from the

Lagrangefunction Le e jF(TP) associated to any given optimal control problem

iK, B, L, P) leaves the first order necessary conditions invariant.

Proof : In the coordinate-free derivation of the necessary conditions in Section

1.1.2 we ended up, among other results, with the evaluation of the term J dLc. In

the present situation [equation (2.1.32)] there is s

dL/\V = e*L\&(s)dW = e* (0) = 0
, (2.1.37)
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from which it follows that the first order necessary conditions for the two perfor¬

mance indexes f" and J03 remain me same, qed

In omer words, since the Lagrange function Le in optimal control is degenerate

in the meaning of the standard Legendre-Clebsch condition the function W is ba¬

sic, i.e. it is locally, in adapted coordinates, independent of the control, the costate

and the cotime variables. For an illustration see the remark following the next cor¬

ollary. In terms introduced earlier in this work, (in) determines the optimal pseu¬

do-strategy Eopt. (i) and (ii) require a specific Lagrange submanifold

LcT (NxR) which carries the optimal pseudo-strategy in die sense of

F:T*(NxR) -4P,F(f(NxR))cE„p,

Before we state Theorem 2.14 in local coordinates we repeat the calibration pro¬

cedure of equation (2.1.32), adding to me Lagrange function Le e J(TP) the to¬

tal time-derivative of an appropriate function [Hilbert]

h

/cara = Kxixitx),tx) + J[L(x(t),t,«) +A(t) (/(x(t),t,n) -x(t)) +

•o

.

dW dW.
+ \(t)(l-t)+-^x(t)+-grt] dt, (2.1.38)

.... , , -ycara .

which is set up such that / is zero on any stationary curve.

Corollary 2.16 : Caratheodory of optimal state-feedback control (local). In or¬

der that a control stategy E in M is optimal for a given problem

(K, B0 x B,, L, P) it is necessary and sufficient that

(i) L (x, t, h) + A/(x, t, k) + A( = 0 on any minimal curve (2.1.39)

(ii) Adx + Atdt = dW(x, t), We 7(Rn xR), (2.1.40)

(Hi) L (x, t, u) + A/(x, t, u) + A( attains a minimum at Eopl (2.1.41)

(iv) W(x(t0),t0) = k0iB0),Wixitx),tx) = k^Bi) (2.1.42)

Proof: The proof of this corollary follows from that of Theorem 2.14 written in

local coordinates. The first assertion is identical with me condition of the vanish¬

ing of the image of the Hamilton function H e 7(?) [equation (1.1.82)]. qed

In local coordinates Lemma 2.15 expresses the fact that the total time-derivative
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of a function on the extended state-space is a null-Lagrangian for any optimal

control problem iK, B, L, P). This can be illustrated by

LC3ra = Le + L/W -» ,Lcara = Le + ^, (2.1.43)

with the application of the local Euler-Lagrange operator

(2.1.44)
d (dLc\ 3Lcara

dt { dv ) 9v >

In die case of

d fdL j 9Lcara

dt L d* j 3x

mere is explicitly

= 0
, (2.1.45)

from which results the so-called adjoint equation of die necessary condition of op¬

timal control [Corollary 1.17].

Caratheodory's calibration works in the case of suboptimal as well. The corre¬

sponding function U e 7iM) depends on the control variables

jcata =£k(A)+]C+Lit;u, j
cara

=j + CU(3b) . (2.1.47)
b

Corollary 2.17 : Caratheodory of suboptimal control. In order that a control/

costatelcotimelcocontrol stategy D in T M is optimal for a given problem

ik, A, I, E) it is necessary and sufficient that

(i) x**(/ + p(F)) =0, p = TV(p), (2.1.48)

(ii) p = dU, Ue7(M), (2.1.49)

(Hi) x** (/ + p (E)) attains a minimum at D (2.1.50)

(iv) U(AX) = kxiAx) (2.1.51)

Proof: For a proof we refer to [Bolza, p.132] and to Theorem 2.14.

The next definition is die key to a global treatment of me Hamilton-Jacobi method
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if integration.

Definition 2.18 : Homogeneous problem. A homogeneous problem is a triple

(P, co; G), where (P, co) is a presymplectic manifold and G is an embedded

(connected) coisotropic submanifold of (P, co).

In optimal open-loop control (K, {q0} xBpL,P) me homogeneous problem

(P, co; G) is a result of die presymplectic total manifold of me locally trivial fi¬

berbundle v - (P, q, M, Rn + !*) and die subset

Gc (H)AiO) ,
GcP (2.1.52)

such that G nr~ (Bj) = r*AKx and the one-dimensional fiber over the inital

point has an intersection witii G, i.e., r~x (q0) n G * { 0 } .
Under some regular¬

ity assumptions the G is a connected, codimensional one submanifold of P. In an

optimal closed-loop problem iK, BQxBpL,P) the homogenous problem

(P, co; G) is defined by the nonempty intersection

Gc(«)-'(0)nE, (2.1.53)

where in addition mere is Gnf'(fli) = r*dKx and r''(Bo)nG*{0}.
The definition of a homogeneous problem opens me door for the integration meth¬

ods of Hamilton and Jacobi and for the necessary and sufficient conditions of op¬

timal control in the sense of Caratheodory.

For me sake of completness, we introduce the illustrative method of the charac¬

teristics. Since co is closed, the distribution A defined by

A= {VeTG|Vj i*co|G = 0} (2.1.54)

is involutive, where i : G —> P. A maximal connected integral manifold of A is

called a characteristic of (P, co; G). Characteristics form the characteristic foli¬

ation of (P, co; G). With respect to characteristics we refer to [Rund, p.48].

Summary of Section 2.1.3 :

The necessary and sufficient conditions of optimal state-feedback control are stat¬

ed in the sense ofHilbert and Caratheodory. In order to connect mem with a glo¬

bal approach to me integration method of Hamilton and Jacobi, we introduced

and discussed die conception of homogeneous systems.
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2.1.4 Complete integrability

In mis section we climb onto the next level of integrability - the complete integra¬

bility of a Hamiltonian system (E, £2, H). This property is crucial, because if the

associated Hamiltonian system (T*M, Q, F) of an optimal control problem

iK, B, L, P) is in addition to its integrability completely integrable, then its ana¬

lytical and/ or numerical integration is reducable to half of the dimensions.

Definition 2.19 : Complete Integrability. Let (E, Q, H) be a Hamiltonian sys¬

tem with a 2q-dimensional symplectic manifold E a nondegenerate, closed two-

form Qe A2(E) and a Hamiltonianfunction H e 7YE) .Then the system is said

to be completely integrable if it has q differentiable first integrals

/,, ...,/q £ !F(E) defined on the whole manifold E, which arepairwise in invo¬

lution, {/,,/.} = 0, and whose differentials are linearly independent on a dense

open subset ofthe manifold.

We quote a strong version of Darboux's tiieorem. Let (E, Q.) be a 2q -dimension¬

al symplectic manifold widi q functions /,,...,/£ J(E) in involution. Then

about each point of E mere is a neighborhood U in which it is possible to find q

other functions g1, ..., gq e J(E) which are in involution and have the property t

Q\u = dfAdg1. (2.1.55)

From this it follows that {fy gk} = 8k The 2q functions /k, gk e y(E) provide

a symplectic chart in U, sometimes referred to as a Heisenberg coordinate system.

The differentiable generalized distribution generated by the vector fields

d/,,..., d/q is invariant under the family of diffeomorphism generated by tiiese

vector fields. Sussmann's theorem [Sussmann [1J, p. 171] shows that this gener¬

alized distribution is completely integrable, and merefore defines a generalized

foliation of E. Through each point p of E passes a unique leaf of this generalized

foliation, whose dimension is equal to me rank of the generalized distribution at

that point. Each trajectory of dH, or any one of the vector fields dfv ..., d/q,
is wholly contained in one of diese leaves. The restricition of this generalized fo¬

liation to die dense open subset U on which d/,, ..., d/„ are linearly indepen¬

dent is a Lagrange foliation of U, whose leaves are closed Lagrange submanifolds

of U defined by equations of the form /k = const^, 0 < k < q.

For constructional reasons we state the following theorem which appeared early
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in the history of the theory of dynamical systems and tiieir integration methods.

Theorem 2.20 : Competition. Let (E, Q) be a symplectic manifold and p a

point inlL.If fa, a - I, ...his a system offunctionally independentfunctions in

involution on a neighborhood U ofp, then h < n and if h<n, the system can be

completed by /h+,, ...,/n to a system of nfunctionally independentfunctions in

involution on a certain smaller neighborhood V, where p £ V c U.

Proof : The functions fa in question are functionally independent if and only if

d/a e A1 (E) are linearly independent. Let fa, a = 1, ...h be the given system

in involution, and let us look at me local foliation {®u} defined by fa - const..

Let d/a £ TE be die symplectic gradients of fa which are linearly independent

vector fields at every point p in U. If Y c TE is a tangent vector field of { Ov} ,

then the a equalities ensue

Cl(*dfa,Y) =0, (2.1.56)

from which it follows that dfa span the skewothogonal distribution A. On me

other hand, we have

Gli*Afa,#Afb) = £» fb = Afbi*dfa) = 0, (2.1.57)

from which Afa e TOy. It follows that { Oy} is a coisotropic foliation of codi-

mension h < n. The foliation generated by the distribution A is a subfoliation of

{ Ojj} .
If h < n, there will be at least one more first integral g of A defined on

a neighborhood V, p e V c U, independent of die first integrals fa. This function

satisfies

Agi#Afa) = #Afaig) = Qi#Afa,*Ag) = 0. (2.1.58)

Hence /,, ...,/h,/h+, = g is again a larger system of functionally independent

functions in involution. The same procedure can be repeated until we arrive at fn.

This theorem goes back to the work of Jacobi and Caratheodory. qed

In order to see the topological and computational consequences of the complete

integrability property we refer to Liouville's theorem [Libermann, p.167].

In order to avoid the application of the implicit function theorem to the evaluation

of the vanishing semi-basic 1-form ae A1 (P) [Section 1.1.2] for the verification

of the integrability property, we have to state the following correspondence.
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Lemma 2.21 : Reduction invariance of complete integrability. If a completely

integrable projectable Hamiltonian system (E, Q, F) has a complete involutive

set offirst integrals {/„..., /„, ..., /„ + m, /„ + m +,} ,
then the restriction ofn+1

of these first integrals to the embedded submanifold P of codimension m in E

constitutes a complete involutive set offirst integrals for the projected Hamilto¬

nian system (P, co, H).

Proof: On me 2n + 2 + m-dimensional submanifold P of E tiiere are m first in¬

tegrals with constant value and the remaining intergals have linearly independent

differentials spanning a rank 2n + 2 + m tensor. The restriction of diese functions

to P leaves the involutivity invariant, i.e. widi the canonical injection t : P —> E

mere is

{t*/,t*g} = i*{f,g} = O.qed (2.1.59)

This lifting property is already applied in Theorem 2.12.

Theorem 2.22 : Optimal state-feedback controllability (direct). A plant P in an

optimal control problem (K, B, L, P) is globally feedback controllable, if and

only iffor the partially Hamiltonian vectorfield there exists n + 1 + m function¬

ally independentfirst integrals {/,, ...,/n,/n+1} = G, G : P —> Rn
+ 1

constitut¬

ing a complete involutive set, and ifG~ (c) c P is a submanifold transversal to

the verticalfoliation generated fry VP.

Proof: In order diat the codimensional n+1 submanifold G~ (c) c P is die car¬

rier of the optimal pseudo-strategy it is necessary and sufficient that it is diffeo¬

morphic to M. The intersection G~ (c) n Eopt = L' is a Lagrange submanifold

of (S, Qs). The n+1 first integrals are formally

/i. •••./n+i(*, t, «, A, At) = constx n + 1, (2.1.60)

upon which, under the regularity assumption corresponding to me required tran¬

versality, die application of the implicit function theorem would lead to the ex¬

plicit expression

A = Qix,t, u; constln+l) , A( = «2t(x, t, u;constx n + 1) . (2.1.61)

The left-hand equation togemer with the setup u (t) = F (x (t), t) plugged into

equation (2.1.20) fully determines the technical realization of an optimal state-

feedback controller, qed
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Example 2.23 : LQ-regulator. Since me Lie algebra sp(2q,R) of the linear sym¬

plectic transformation group Sp( 2q, R) is simple and of rank n it follows that a

linear Hamiltonian system on R q has n linearly independent quadratic first inte¬

grals. The underlying Hamiltonian function F of a time-dependent linear plant

x (t) = A (t) x (t) + B (t) u it) is a quadratic function

F = \{x1Qx + u1Ru + XKX1 + pLp1} + (2.1.62)

+ AAx + XBu + ACpT + «TMx + uTNpT + pSx . (2.1.63)

Thus the underlying Hamiltonian system of the LQ - problem

x = Ax + KXT + Bu + CpT , (2.1.64)

ii = LpT + CTAT + NTu + Sx
, (2.1.65)

AT = - Qx - ATAT - MT« - STpT , (2.1.66)

pT = -Ru-BTXT-Mx-NpT , (2.1.67)

where me matrices C, N and S are given by

CT = /?_1BTAT ; NT = -RlR ; S = R1BTQ , (2.1.68)

omitting the dynamic of die cotime.

Since in the case of vanishing matrices K and M, for an arbitrary matrix L the in¬

tegrability structure of the problem remains invariant, every LQ-problem has, un¬

der the assumption of controllability of me plant, a regular feedback control law.

Solving (4.19) as a linear inhomogeneous partial differential equation and using

me standard setting A (t) = P (t) x (t) the linearity of me regulator appears im¬

mediately. For anomer approach to the linear case we refer to [Nakamura, p. 2].

Example 2.24 : Let us consider again me optimal control problem iK, b, L, P)

given in Example 1.25. The adjoint equation, as representation of a part of the

Hamiltonian vector field of optimal control, takes the form

x(0
dF

~

31

«(t)
3F

"5p

X(t)
3F

-~^x

P(t)
dF

d~u
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Ar (t) = - Qrsxs - in xsx< - iz xsxV - ArsA.s (t) - ArstxlA (t) , (2.1.69)
r rb z rst < rstv

' s »

with the end condition

Mll> ="rs(tl)xS + fTrJk(tl)xJxk- (2-L7°)

The minimum of the Hamiltonian function widi respect to the control is attained

in the interior of the control manifold B, i.e.

0 = |f -> 0 = RmnUn + BrmAr- (2.1-71)

In order to solve die equation (2.1.69), we suggest die costate variable to be of the

form

Aj (t) = Pj, (t) x1 (t) + Iq (t) xk (t) x1 (t) , (2.1.72)

with both tensors being of full rank. If in me next step this is plugged into the

equation (2.1.71), dien by comparative argumen of die order, we realize one way

of determining P (t) and Q kl (t), which become identical to the solutions of

the two differential equations and the algebraic Lyapunov-type equation

P+PA+ATP + Q.-PBR1BTP = 0
, (2.1.73)

Q+PA+2AP+AQ + 2QA+n-PBR-1BTQ-2QBR-lBTP = 0, (2.1.74)

QiA-BR~1BTQ) +AQ + Z = 0, (2.1.75)

with the end conditions

P(t,) = Q G(t,) = n. (2.1.76)

For notational reasons, me quantities of order 3 are not printed in bold face.

Summary of Section 2.1.4 :

Complete integrability, from a historical viewpoint, is a structural property which

is necessary for the computation of me trajectories of a dynamic system in Hamil¬

tonian layout. It unifies die property of transversality to the vertical foliation and

the integrability introduced in an earlier section.
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3. Hamilton-Jacobi Integration Technic

3.1 Global approach to Hamilton-Jacobi integration theory

A Hamilton - Jacobi partial differential equation is regarded here as a geometric

object which is naturally visualized by a homogeneous problem (P, co; G),

whereas a parametrized Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation has

(P, co; G) as an associated homogeneous problem. Four different types of solu¬

tions occur - me standard, me thin, die complete and me tiiin complete solution.

3.1.1 Standard solution to the global setup

The presymplectic manifold (P, co) is die total space of a cotangent vector sub-

bundle of T M [Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2]. The homogeneous problem

(P, co; G) specifies functions s e 7iVa), Ua c M, Ua e Au, which gener¬

ate a Lagrange submanifold L in T*M
.
These functions are assumed to satisfy

the compatibility condition v = v
p
onUanUg.

Definition 3.1 .Standard solution. A set offunctions {v(a)|v(a) e J(Ua) } ,

where Ua is an open subset of M, is called a solution of the Hamilton - Jacobi

partial differential equations associated with the homogeneous problem

(P, co; G) if it generates an isotropic submanifold I of the cotangential bundle

(T M, Q.) such that

dv(a)(Ua) cG. (3.1.1)

The isotropic submanifolds of T* M generated in this way are sections of die pro¬

jections x*u so that these solutions exist locally only if me projection of G by i*M
is sufficiently regular [Lions [79], p. 23]. We will treat this problem in the next

section. If (T*U, T*<)> (p) = (z, z, t, q\ q\ q^)) are canonical coordinates of

T M, tiien the isotropic submanifold I [Weinstein [50], p. 4] generated by the set

of compatible functions {v | v e 5(Ua) } is locally defined by the equa¬

tions
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3?(a) 9S(a)
5 "

9z '^ -

9t
• V-l'l)

When G is locally represented by die equations

//(z,z,t,q\q\) = 0, (3.1.3)

men me Hamilton - Jacobi partial differential equations gives rise to the equation

( ds(a) ds(a))
"H'-ar'^rr0' (3-L4)

In me case where the manifold P+ is 2(n+l+m) dimensional, the exterior deriva¬

tion d in equation (5.1) becomes identical widi die ordinary one (d) and die

isotroptic submanifold I is Lagrangian in me sense of Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1.

Example 3.2 : By applying die Hamilton-Jacobi tiieory to an optimal open-loop

control problem iK, {p0} x BVL,P) it is possible to derive first-order neces¬

sary and sufficient conditions in a way which, to our knowledge, has been over¬

looked so far. In what follows, we assume the existence of a globally defined

Lagrange-function L e J(M) widi compact support on M and a function

Kx e 7iBx) on the set of all endpoints of integral trajectories in M. Let us con¬

sider again the evaluated integral

h

yv = y*Kx + \y\*L dx, [t0, t,] c R,(3.1.5)
t

with y: R -»M; y(t) = (x(t), t, u (t)), t : C-> M, c = im ye C and the

pullback y* : A0 (M) = y(M) —»A0 (R), represented in local coordinates by

h

V (X (t) ,
H (t) , t) = Kx (X (t,) , t,) + \L (X (X) ,

H (X) , x) dx . (3.1.6)
t

Instead of applying methods from variational calculus due to Euler and Lagrange

[Bolza, p. 580], me function v e 1F(U) shall be minimized widi respect to me

free parameters, i.e. me controls. The total time derivative of the equation (3.1.5),

or equivalently the Lie - derivative of v e 7iU) in the direction tangent to the

integral curve c = im y, c c M expressed in coordinate-free language is
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dfdvdL

.

32vdH

expressiontheinresultsthisFinally,

dudx

'

au2

'

dududtau2dudxdudx
(3.1.11).0=

^3-
,0=

^
,

-^
=ttt+^"+±:v>z+*

,„«,.,„
v3

„
v3dL

.
v9v3dfdvv9
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one and thus a homogeneous problem in a symplectic manifold. A standard solu¬

tion has to satisfy

dv(U)cF_1(I)
,
for an interval I c R

. (3.1.14)

Though, die cocontrol variable may be locally identified widi the partial deriva¬

tive of me function s widi respect to u, i.e.

According to me conception demonstrated in Chapter 2, the Hamilton-Jacobi in¬

tegration method can be comfortably applyied to suboptimal control.

Summary of Section 3.1.1 :

The standard solution to a homogeneous problem is defined and illustrated. This

conception allows a derivation of the necessary conditions of open-loop control

in the sense of Caratheodory and has a great impact on developing effective com¬

putational algorithms and canonical representations. The standard solution also

closes the theoretical loop in tiieory to the Hamiltonian vector field associated to

die optimal control problem as it was introduced in Section 1.2.1.
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3.1.2 The thin solution to the global setup

A thin solution shall be defined as a smooth, specific section in me cotangent bun¬

dle = (T* (NxR),x^xR, NxR,Rn+1*). The manifold T* (NxR) is an

embedded t (T*N) cT*M submanifold of the total space T*M of me cotangen¬

tial bundle over M.

Definition 3.4 -.Thin solution. A set offunctions {V \V e 7iUa)},where
U is an open connected subset of N x R, is called a thin solution of the system of

Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equations associated with the homogeneous

problem (P, co; G), ifit generates a Lagrangian submanifold L ofthe symplectic

manifold (T (NxR), Q.N), such that

t[dV(a)(U)] cG. (3.1.16)

If (T* U, T*<j> (p, 6) = (z, t, q\ q\)) are canonical coordinates of T* (N x R),

then me Lagrangian submanifold L [Weinstein [56], p. 3] generated by the set of

compatible functions {V \v e 7(Ua) } is defined by the equations

When G is locally, implicitly represented by die equation

tf (z, t, q\ q\) = 0 <= G c (//)-1 (0) n E (3.1.18)

The Hamilton-Jacobi equations give rise to me equation

Example 3.5 : The Hamilton-Jacobi method of integration appears in optimal

closed-loop control as well. Let mere be the function Le 7iM) considered on

an open subset U of M such mat for an open connected subset V of N x R tiiere

is k (U) c V. Furthermore, there is the mathematical realization of an optimal

feedback control law, i.e. the section F : N x R -» M and F (V) d U. Then mere

are two functions R, V e J(N x R) is defined by

R = K0iB0)+F*\ L\v, V = KliB1)+F*\ L\v ,
c = c + c

, (3.1.20)
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3ce (B0,NxR) ,
3ce (NxR, 6,) (3.1.21)

which are called me cost function and the cost-to-go function [Athans, p.88],

[Edelen, p. 381] respectively. In the following we compare two slightly different

appearences of me Hamilton-Jacobi method in optimal control. The difference is

the key stone in die inverse problem ofoptimal control [Kalman, p. 52], [Jameson,

p. 1]. This fact becomes even more clear by Example 3.12, formula (3.1.83). In

local coordinates die evaluation of the cost-to-go function on an interval

( t, t,] cR is given by

li

V (x (t), t) = Kx (x (t,), t,) + \L (x (x), F {x (x), x}, x) dx , (3.1.22)
t

c = im y ( t, t,] , t0<t<t, , (3.1.23)

on G n E
t.
Since the knowledge of me optimal control strategy E t

is either of

a priori type or dependent on the optimal pseudo strategy Eopt c P we consider in

die forward problem the optimal pseudo-feeback control law F : T* N x R —> M.

Then, on an open subset U'cF (x*^ (V) x I) mere is

V = /T,(B,)+F*{L|u, , (3.1.24)
c

onGcGn Eopt widi local representation

h

Vixit),t) =^1(x(t,),t,)+J[L(x(x),F{x(x),x,A(x)},x)dx.(3.1.25)
t

The cost-to-go function defined in formula (3.1.20) is a tiiin solution of die homo¬

geneous problem (P, co; G), where the submanifold G is, according to Section

2.1.3, determined by me surjective submersion

H: «->R, (3.1.26)

for an open subset lie?. This fact is expressed, under the assumption of con¬

nectedness of Zl, by die Lie-derivative of me equality (3.1.20) in me direction of

the minimal curve, i.e.

L
,.,

V = -F*L <-> HI. = 0
. (3.1.27)
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The thin solution of this problem is determined locally, in adapted coordinates

(U, cp (p) = (x, t, F (x, t, A))), by the highly nonlinear partially differential

equation

3V . - dV dV dV

--^ =L(x,F(x,t,^),t)+^/(x,F{x,t,^},t) (3.1.28)

The equation (3.1.28) is based on the identification in die sense of Caratheodory

dV dV
A(t) = ^(*(0,t) , A((t) = ¥(r(t),t) . (3.1.29)

In me case of an //-minimizing pseudo-feedback control law die equation

(3.1.28) is called die Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann partial differential equation of

nonlinear optimal control.

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the inverse problem is easily determined on me

manifold GnE. The exterior partially disappearing derivative of mis equation

gives

A[L- V = -F*L] = 0, (3.1.30)

which is evaluated in local coordinates

dV
_

_dt dtdF dV dVdf dVdfdF
3x3t

~

~

3x
~

3h 3x "dx**
~

3x3x
~

9x9« 9x ' ^'' '

where a similar expession of the one-form a e A1 (P) appears. For a stationary

curve, we may split equation (3.1.31) into

,2 „
2,

9 V
.

9 V
_

_

9L
_

dV df

3x2 3x3t
~

3x 3x3x '

3L 3/3V
du du dx

dF

dx-
= °

• (3J32)

Wim me parallel teatment of two thin solutions corresponding to equivalent opti¬

mal control problems, we try to illustrate die conception of tiiin solutions widi

maximal clarity, especially since it turns out that a global analysis of optimal con¬

trol requires a clear understanding of me thin solutions.

Theorem 3.6 : Relationship standard solution <=> thin solution. Ifthe standard

solution {v( |v £ 7iVa) } of a homogeneous problem (P, co; G) is de¬

fined on an open subset of M such that VacF(Ua), then the thin solution
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{VW\VK '
e 7iVa) } iscomposableby

V(a) = v(a) oF <=> v(a)L = V(a) (3.1.33)
opt

where there are the maps v(a) : Va -> R, F : N x R -> M and V(a) : Ua -> R.

The most general disposition of homogeneous problems includes, from the point

of view of partial differential equation of Hamilton-Jacobi type, the initial- and /

or end conditions. It provides thus a setup for optimal control with vector-valued

integrals. Furthermore, the symmetry vector fields generated by die first integrals

may be considered in mis context as characteristic vector fields to this kind of op¬

timal control problem.

Example 3.7 : LQ-regulator and canonical transformation. There is a degener¬

ate case of a thin solution which shall be illustrated by a suboptimal control prob¬

lem ik, A0xAv I,E) with a linear/quadratic, time-dependent local

representation given by

x(t0) = x0,x(t) = A(t)x(t) +fl(t)«(t) , (3.1.34)

A(t,) =A.1,AT(t) = -0(t)x(t)-AT(t)AT(t)-MT(t)pT(t) , (3.1.35)

«(t0) =u0,«(t) =M(t)x(t)+AT(t)H(t) , (3.1.36)

p(t0)*0, pT(t) = -/?(t)«(t)-A?T(t)pT(t)-BT(t)AT(t), (3.1.37)

x e Rn, A e R*n, h e Rm, p e R*m, A{ = K (t,) x (t,), R = RT, (3.1.38)

A,Q,Ke Rnxn,N,M,Re Rmxm
,
B e Rnxm

, Q = QT,K = KT, (3.1.39)

with the Hamiltonian function ft e J(Rn X R*n x Rm x R*m x R),

^ = ^T(t)e(t)x(t)+^«T(t)/?(t)H(t) +
1 l .(3.1.40)

+ A(t) [A(t)x(t)+B(t)«(t)] + p(t)[M(t)x(t)+iV(t)K(t)]

Our goal is the compution of a suboptimal feedback cocontroller such that after a

given time period the Hamiltonian equations are driven into the necessary condi¬

tions associated to a familiar optimal control problem iK, B, L, P). Hence, the

gradient of the boundary function k on A, in the direction of the fiber B has to be

zero, i.e. locally there is
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die
P(t,) = ^(x(t,),t„H(ti)) = 0.

The smooth solution

s = ^yTP,(t)v + vTP2(t)y + 5VTP4(t)v + Ax + pH + u\y + av

Pe RmXm,pT = p

of me Hamilton-Jacobi-equation

ds ds ds
,,

— —
.

— t+, ds ds dS

hix'd-x'u'du>t)
+

irrhiy>Ty'v'dv't>Tt)

generates a canonical transformation

[Adx + pdw] - [pdy + adv] = As
.

(3.1.41)

(3.1.42)

(3.1.43)

(3.1.44)

(3.1.45)

The corresponding time-dependent, block-symplectic transformation T (fiber-

morphism, (T*M, x*, M", R
n + m*

)),

y
I 0 0 0

X X / 0 0 0 y

V
0 10 0

u u 0 10 0 V

H -P,(t) -P2(t) / 0 X
»

A P,(t)P2(t) / 0 V-

a -Pjit) -P4(t) 0 I_ p_ _P P2(t)P4(t) 0 / a

(3.1.46)

modifies me equations (3.1.34)-(3.1.37) into

v(t0) =x0,p(t,) =Aj,v(to) =«0,o(t0) =p(t0),CT(t1) =0(3.1.47)

yit) = A(t)v(t)+B(t)v(t) , (3.1.48)

v(t) =M(t)y(t) +Nit)vit) (3.1.49)

p;T(t) =-[P1+PlA+ATP + Q+P2M+MTPj] (t)v(t) +

~[P2 + PlB+P2N + ATP2 + MTPA]it)vit) + , (3.1.50)

-MT(t)oT(t)-AT(t)pT(t)
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cT(t) =- [Pl +PlA+PAM+NTPl +BPx] (t)^(t) +

- [P4+P4tf+WTP4+/?+P2B+BTP2r] (t)v(t) + • (3.1.51)

-A?T(t)aT(t)-BT(t)pT(t)

If die matrix P2 is set to be zero, in other words if there is possibly a clean feed¬

back, men me following two aspects can be demonstrated. First mere is the van¬

ishing cocontrol, 6 (t,) = o(t,) = 0,andtiiusP4 = O.Asa result the optimal

closed-loop control law plugged into equation (3.1.50) yields

LiT(t,) = - [Pl+PlA+ATPx + Q-PlBR'BrP1] v(t,) -AV(t,)

(3.1.52)

Second, under me assumption mat the equality MTP4 = -P,B holds true for all

t in the given interval, die last two equations of the transformed system of Hamil¬

tonian equations are of die form

pT(t) = -Qit)y(t) -MT(t)oT(t) -AT(t)pT(t) , (3.1.53)

6T (t) = - R (t) v (t) -NTit) oT (t) - BT it) pT (t) . (3.1.54)

Summary of Section 3.1.2 :

The thin solution of me homogeneous problem (P, co; G) is examined. In opti¬

mal control me solution is realized by a set of cost-to-go functions satisfying a

compatibility assumption. The relationship between the thin solution and me stan¬

dard solution is examined. It is the integral version of me interdependence of die

forward optimal control problem and its inverse.
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3.1.3 Complete solution

Since function families [Courant U, p. 7] cannot describe first-order partial differ¬

ential equations ofhigher complexity, we have to introduce me complete integrals

[Courant II, p. 19]. We will extract the complete integral in the case of optimal

control in Example 3.12. First, let us consider a locally trivial fiberbundle

a = (A, n, N' x R, B') and a fiberbundle morphism (F, G) onto

m= (M, n, NxR, B), where mere are the maps F : A -> M and

G:N'xR->NxR. On the cartesian product AxM, witii projections

pr, : A x M -» A and pr2 : A x M -> M, mere is an isomorphism between the

cotangent bundles, T (A x M) = T A x T M. A complete solution is a specific

section in die cotangent bundle over die cartesian product AxM and it is defined

as follows.

Definition 3.8 : Complete solution. A set offunctions {s \s e J(Va) } ,

where Va are open connected subsets of A X M, is called a complete solution of

the Hamilton - Jacobi partial differential equation associated with the homoge¬

neous problem (P, co; G) if it generates isotropic submanifolds J of the co¬

tangential bundle (T (AxM), QA xM), such that

pr2iAsw (Va)) cG . (3.1.55)

For any point (a, p) e AxM each function v(ct) (a, . ) is a standard solution

[Definition 5.1]. A complete solution consists of generating functions of a family

of left presymplectic reduction relations L in J c T* A x T*M

grapftZ.(a) = {((a,e), (p,G)) e J(<x)|(e,fl) =dv(p,q),
(3.1.56)

<xM((p,e),(q,0)) = (p,q)}

This setup has a direct effect on me integration of me Hamilton - Jacobi partial

differential equation associated with the homogeneous problem (P, co, G). A

special case arises if the d-exterior derivative is replaced by the usual d-exterior

derivative. Then the isotropic submanifolds J are of dimension 2(n+l+m) and

thus Lagrangian. In local canonical coordinates

(T*V, T*y (a, p, e, #) = (z, z, q\ f, t, q\, a, a, b, b, s, bs)) the isotropic sub¬

manifolds J(tx) of T*AxT*M generated by the set of functions

{5(a)|j(a) £ 7(V)} are defined by the equations
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(a)
_

ds p(a)
_

ds
. _(a)

_
9s_

q ~

3y
'q ~

3y 'qt
~

9t ' y.i.3/;

b(a) =
_^ jC =

JJ^ (a)
=
_^

, aL58)
9a 9a s 9s

When G~l i (G) is represented by the equations

//(z,z,t,^tg =0 (3.1.59)

then die Hamilton-Jacobi equation gives rise to die equation

( dsW d's(a) ds(a))
"H'^T'-grH • (3-L60)

Example 3.9 : Suboptimal control of the third kind. Under some regularity as¬

sumptions, the Hamiltonian function ft : T M —* R generates as a surjective sub¬

mersion a homogeneous problem (T M, Q; Q). The corresponding Hamilton-

Jacobi partial differential expressing locally me submanifold Q of T M is of die

form

LE s(a, .)=-/, le7(M), (3.1.61)

and in local coordinates it is linear and inhomogeneous, i.e.,

^ fix, u, t) + ^ ft (x, u, t) + ^ = -/ (x, u, t) . (3.1.62)

The complete solution depends on n+m+1 constants

s = s(a,w,s,x,u,t) , (3.1.63)

and at die final time the solution equals the boundary function, i.e.

s (a, w, s, x (t,), u (t,), t,) = k (x (t,), u (t,), t,). (3.1.64)

Example 3.10 : Suboptimal control of the second kind. Under some regularity

assumptions, me Hamiltonian function F : T* M -> R generates as a surjective

submersion a homogeneous problem (T M, Q; Q). Locally there is die Hamil¬

ton-Jacobi type equation

L,si&, .) = -L, Le 7(M), (3.1.65)
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which is explicitely of the form

3i

9* 9ft

/(*'"'t)+9l<5A
ds ~ ds ds

+
du

(*'
9x'

"'l) +
9t

= ~L (x' "'t} • (3-L66)

This partial differential equation is modified into

9S

di
fix,u,t) +p

9ft

5A

ds ds
+ p ft (x,

gp h, t) +
^

= -L (x, «, t) , (3.1.67)

d's
such that the first term is "quadratic" in

^-,
whereas die second term is linear in

this argument [Section 1.2.1]. The complete solution is of the form

s = s (a, w, s, x, u, t;p) ,

and if in the limit where the cocontrol variable tends to zero

3J

die

(3.1.68)

(3.1.69)

p = 0

men there is the equality widi the Lagrange multiplier ofoptimal control, i.e. widi

me costate. Hence me embedding of the necessary conditions associated widi an

optimal control problem into the flow of a Hamiltonian vector field and thus de-

terming integral curves widi suboptimality of the second kind, results in an effi¬

cient algorimm while avoiding me elaborate application of the implicit function

theorem to me control equation and the almost impossible evaluation of the

Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann partial differential equation.

In order to introduce the geometric structure for the understanding of partial dif¬

ferential equations which arise in optimal control, we give the definition of the

complete thin solution.

Definition 3.11 Complete thin solution. A set of functions

Zla are open connected subsets of{S(a)\s(a) £ 7CUa)}, where

(N'xR) x (NxR),is called a complete thin solution of the Hamilton -Jacobi

partial differential equation associated with the homogeneous problem

(P, co; G) if it generates Lagrangian submanifolds L

bundle (T Z1,QV), such that

pr2it[ASW ill)]) cG ,

(a)
of the cotangential

(3.1.70)
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(3.1.76),(L-L)F*=).£S2S(a,,
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areS2andSjtworespectwith
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35 dS

^x'(x) +
^

= L(x(x),F{x(x),x},x) -L(x(x),F{x(x),x},x)

(3.1.78)

There are several cases which are worth being investigated. In optimal closed-

loop control die identity L = L holds. We examine die exterior partially vanishing

derivative of die right hand side of the equation (3.1.76)

d iL$2S) =0, (3.1.79)

which is in me neighborhood V of a point p in A

325
,, s

95 9/ 95 9/9F dV
n « , „„x

—.x' x)+
J-+ J- + = 0. 3.1.80)

3*2 9x 9x 9x 9k 9x 9x9x

If we naturally locally identify

(x(t),t,x(x),x) = A(x) , (3.1.81)
9x(x)

it reduces me scalar partial differential equation of second order (3.) .80) to

*2SX.(X)+ $
-

^9/_959/9F
^x {X) +

5x3x
"

3i5x d~xdlidi ' aL82)

a system of n linear ordinary differential equations

This system has one distinguished equilibrium point (A' = 0, A = 0). We thus il¬

lustrate our understanding of a complete integral (5 (a, x) standard) in optimal

control. Namely, the constants a are parametrized by time t and identified widi die

state of me plant, and the variables x are future states lying on the trajectory gen¬

erated by the plant P which is driven by an optimal controller. In order to close

the gap between this new interpretation of a complete solution and the classical

generation of solutions for the two-point-boundary-value-problem of optimal

control we give a brief introduction of the infinitesimal symplectic transformation

T on T Rn = Rn x R
n
for a linear system and quadratic Hamiltonian. The origi¬

nal linear Hamiltonian equations of the pseudo-closed system are of die form
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x(t0) = x0, AT(t,) = Kitx)xitx)

xit) = A(t)x(t) -B(t)/?-1(t)BT(t)AT(t) ,

AT(t) = -Q(t)x(t)-AT(t)AT(t) .

(3.1.84)

(3.1.85)

(3.1.86)

The pushforward of the infinitesimal automorphism T in T Rn, generated by the

function 5 £ iF(RnxR),

S = ix(t)P(t)x(t) , (3.1.87)

is an isomorphism in T(T*Rn) ,
so that by x(x) =>y(t),A(x) = p(t) and

(3.1.88)
~y(t)
P(t)_

=

/ o~

-P(t) /

x(t)'

A(t)_
,
fl: x it)

Xit)
=

I 0

Pit) I_

'yit)
P(t)_

the transformed linear Hamiltonian system is of the form

jKO = [Ait)-B(t)R-l(t)BT(t)P(t)]y(t)-[B(t)R-l(t)BT(t)]p.T(t) ,(3.1.89)

|iT(t) = [-P-AP-PA-Q+PBR^B^P] (t)y(t) -

[A'(t) -P(t)B(t)/?-1(t)BT(t)]pT(t)
(3.1.90)

By the linear version of formula (3.1.83) we conclude the vanishing of the Ric-

cati-type ordinary matrix differential equation

-P(t) -A(t)P(t) -P(t)A(t) -Qit) +POBOR-1 it)Bit)TP = 0,

P(t,) =Kitx) . (3.1.91)

An extension of diis last part to a higher degree is given in the Example 3.13. For

a general nonlinear problem we conclude that the cost-to-go function does neither

generate a decoupling transformation [Hildebrandt, p. 67] nor does it map the sys¬

tem locally to canonical equilibrium points [Lichnerovicz [33], p. 287].

For a suboptimal embedding of a sensitivity analysis it is convenient to consider

a Lagrange-function of the form L = L + zL inequation (3.1.78).

Example 3.13 : Let us demonstrate Example 1.25 in presence of the given Hamil¬

ton-Jacobi method. The cost-to-go function 5 e .T(NxR) is of the form

5 = ^Pll(t)x'xJ + ^Q1|k(t)x1xJxk ,2 ij
(3.1.92)
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which is the generator of a symplectoautomorphism D on T (NxR) for the

time-dependent nonlinear pseudoclosed system written in Darboux's coordinates

'P „kx1 (t) = A] (t) XJ (t) + i
Aklxk (t) x1 (t) ^BJ,RnlB,mAm (t) , (3.1.93)

\ (t) = - Qlkxk - ^njklxkx' - izjklmxkx'xm - AjAj - AklXx\ . (3.1.94)

The infinitesimal symplectoautomorphism D maps me set of extended states and

costates at time t {8 (t) } (q0) c T* (N x R) with origin q0 (i.e. initial condi¬

tion) to me set of states and costates at time x, ||t-x||<e, denoted by

{5 (x) } (q0) c T (N x R), as realized by me transformation

yit) = cp(x(t),t,A(t),At(t)) ,t = t, (3.1.95)

p(t) = y(x(t),t,A(t),At(t)) ,pt(t) = Yt(x(t),t, A(t),At(t)) (3.1.96)

where we identified ,y(t) = x(x),u\(t) = A(x) andpt(t) = At(x) .In a first

order approximation we have

yit) = x(t) ,t = t,p(t) = ~J+^(t) Rt(t) = --^ + At(t) . (3.1.97)

The infinitesimal pushforward D, : TT* (NxR) -> TT* (N x R) is of the form

2* 2. 2„

35 35 9 5

The image of the nonlinear pseudo-closed system (3.1.93),(3.1.94) is given here

for notational reasons in the same manner as in me previous example, such mat a

comparison is possible.

'yit)' 10 0 0 "x(t)~

i 0T 1 0T 0 t

(X(t) T b I 0 A(t)

Ji,(t)_ bT d 0T 1 At(t)

1DT/ ?-l»T.,Ty(t) = iA-BR~lBlP)y + UAit) -BR~iBlQ)yy-BR~lBliil , (3.1.99)
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pl(t) =- iP + A7P + PA + Cl-PBRlBrP)y-

- \ (£ +PA + 2AP + ArQ + 20A + U-PBRlBTQ - 2QBR1BTP)yy -

1 - - . T T 1 T T
(3-1.100)

-

\ iQA + AQ +1 - QBRlBTQ) yyy
- (AT - PBRXBT) pj -

-^(^(O-eB/?"1^)^7

In optimal control the nonregularity of die system (3.1.93),(3.1.94) including me

equation for A,t (t) and f is a result of the construction of adjointness. Hence mis

part of the Hamiltonian system is coupled unidirectional and may be integrated

by quadrature. For simplicity of the illustration we omitted me introduction of its

orbit under the action of D.

Any generalizations to a higher polynomial degree than two can mus be expected

to have a solution ofme Synthesis Problem by the repeated application of our con¬

struction.

Summary of Section 3.1.3 :

In this section we introduced the tiiin and the complete thin solution of die Hamil¬

ton-Jacobi equations associated widi some homogeneous problems. These solu¬

tions are interesting in context of die cut system, since they generate the required

presymplectic morphisms.
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3.2 Solution diffeomorphism

3.2.1 Introduction

Let us consider the cotangential bundle T M and me Hamiltonian flow generated

by die Hamiltonian vector field dft e TT M. It represents some necessary con¬

ditions of me suboptimal control problem ik, A, I, E). The suboptimalfeedback

control law is a section F of the locally trivial fiberbundle (T* M, r, N x R, F),

such mat its image F(NxR) lies in die Lagrange submanifold LM of

(T*M, Q.) associated to problem ik, A, I, E). In diis paragraph we are looking

for diffeomorphisms from this submanifold LM in die cotangential bundle onto

any smooth section in the tangential bundle witii the following purpose. The real¬

ization of the section c as well as die determination of me Lagrange manifold LM

is elaborate. Thus, with the method of die solution diffeomorphism we decouple

me solving process and gain some efficient algoritiim and some further insight

into the differential geometric structure of optimal and suboptimal control.

A smooth section in me tangential bundle £ : M —> TM shall have as a realization

the vector field E e TM with the following properties. There are many other vec¬

tor fields which may be considered but about the one from the problem

ik, A, I, E) we have maximal apriori knowledge.

Definition 3.14 : Solution diffeomorphism. A solution diffeomorphism is a bi-

jective differentiable mapping from a Lagrange submanifold LM of a Hamilto¬

nian system (T M, Q, H) onto the image of a smooth section in the tangent

bundle TM.

Theorem 3.15 : Existence of solution diffeomorphism. A solution diffeomor¬

phism always exists.

Proof: Any specific Lagrange submanifold LM is diffeomorphic to the base man¬

ifold M. So is me image of C, (M). Since suboptimal feedback controllability re¬

quires among otiiers the existence of me Lagrange submanifold diis realization

conception leaves the structural propery invariant, qed

A global suboptimal feedback control law is then a section c:NxR-> TM such

mat
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LMDc(NxR)Dgoc(NxR). (3.2.1)

A solution diffeomorphism may be surrounded by an immersion i : LM —> TM

with '(LM) = C(M), by a submersion s:T*M->^(M) with

s'1 it, (M)) = LM or by a diffeomorphism G : T M —»TM. In me sequence

we are going to focus our attention to the last case.

Definition 3.16 : Abstract second orderordinary differential equation. A second

order ordinary differential equation on M is a vectorfield X on TM such that the

associated morphism Tx o X is the identity mapping ofTM.

The fibration x : TM -> M admits a special transverse field W e TTM/ VTM,

which corresponds to the identity mapping of TM, and is comparable with the Li¬

ouville form. A vector field X on TM defines an abstract second order ordinary

differential equation if and only if the tansverse field X = piX) is equal to W,

where p : TTM -»TTM/ VTM.

Lemma 3.17 .- Origin of an abstract second order ordinary differential equa¬

tion. Let x* : T* M —» M be a surjective submersion and Y a vector field on

T M. If the morphism G - Tx* o s, based on the section s : M -> TM,

s(M) = y, is a diffeomorphismfrom T M onto TM, then the transform ofY by

G defines an abstract second order ordinary differential equation on M.

Proof: The transform V = TG (Y) of Y is the vector field

V = TGoYoG'1
,

VeTTM (3.2.2)

Thus, there is

Tx o V = Tx o TG o Y o G~l = Tx* o Y o G"1 = GoG~x = idTM . qed

Lemma 3.18 : Generation of an abstract second order ordinary differential

equation. The Hamiltonian function H e 7(T M) is under some regularity as¬

sumptions the generating function ofthe diffeomorphism G : T*M —> TM in the

sense that G = Tx* o AH. This diffeomorphism leaves the Hamiltonian property

invariant, i.e.,

E*L#dhAp = 0. (3.2.3)

with E = G'1 being the inverse-morphism E : TM —> T M and p e A2 (T M).

Proof: The Hamiltonian function ft transforms under the diffeomorphism G to a
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function b, which generates via the closed 2-form

n=£*dp, nsA2(TM) (3.2.4)

a vector field db e TTM. In other words, there is

TG(#d//) j £*dp = -E* idH) = -db
,

be fF(TM) , (3.2.5)

By Lemma 6.4 the vector field db on TM determines an abstract second order

ordinary differential equation. The image of the smooth section £(M) is a

Lagrangian submanifold of the Hamiltonian system (TM, n, H). qed

Example 3.19 : Legendre morphism. If the abstract second order ordinary dif¬

ferential equation is a result from a regular Lagrange problem then mere is

L = E* (Z J AH-H) ,
b = W J dL-L

, (3.2.6)

with Z being the Liouville vector field on T M and L the Lagrange function on

TM. In local coordinates the morphism G is descirbed by

3//

y = ^iy,Z>) » $ = Eiy,y) . (3.2.7)

The transformed closed 2-form n is then

II = dEiy,y) a dy = (-^dy + ^dy) Ady , (3.2.8)

the new Hamilton function b (y, y) = H iy, E (v, y)) and me second order ordi¬

nary differential equation

(d2L\ ( d2L 3/^
Aiy,y)=y,Biy,y) =

[-2] ^+

^J=y, (3.2.9)

since there is locally the formula

2„ 2„

Aiy,y)^ + Biy,y)^. J -^Adj + ^djAd, = -db
. (3.2.10)

Because of regularity reasons, the Legendre-morphim does not apply to neither

optimal nor suboptimal control problems. In omer words, there is no canonical as¬

sociated abstract second order ordinary differential equation to die Hamiltonian
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necessary conditions of optimal or suboptimal control being die result of a famil¬

iar Lagrange problem.

However, an interesting situation arises if the realization of the surrounding mor¬

phism G : T M —» TM can be done wim a twice covariantly tensor 5 e x~ (M)

on M. In local coordinates (U, cp (p) = (y)), U c M there is

yP = HP" (y) $q , $q = Hqr (y) yr, HP"Eqr = 8? (3.2.11)

The pushforward TG : TT*M -> TTM maps the Hamiltonian vector field *d//

on T*M onto an abstract second order ordinary differential equation V on TM.

In a local index notation it follows from the right side of (3.2.11)

and by symmetrization and inversion we get

Vs
+ !"»!

* 2

3~„ 35
qr ^rlyY-E% = 0.

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)
3yJ 3yJ

Finally, me second order ordinary differential equation appears as a nongeodesic

spray

y'+X,yV+N1 = 0
kf

r = i-H'J
2

(3.2.14)

kl

N = 5«

3y-

9Ejl
+

95jk 9Skl

3yk 3y' 3yJ
.

3H„AH
, _ ,

l9skl

3yJ
r? (3.2.15)

In me odier direction we redefine the Pontryagin function H e J(T*M) given in

local coordinates by

!-=.!,
//(y,q) = iSPi (y)qpqq + L(y)

being me generator of the Hamiltonian vector field *d// c TT* M

yP(t) = HPi(y)qfl

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)
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iw =-rE;rM.

,3Ers

3y~q
(3.2.18)__.

_3L

If we plug the total time derivative of die equation (3.2.17) into (3.2.18) we get

,3L
yp(t)-rP"qr(t)qs(t)-iSP"— =0

with the symbol rprs being of me form

, 3EPS 3EPr 3Ers

pprs _ i r sqr + rqs _
wpq~ t.

2
3yq 3yq 3yq

(3.2.19)

(3.2.20)

Example 3.20 : Solution isomorphism. The realization of the solution diffemo-

rphism is done by the twice covariantiy tensor E e x2 (M) on M which may be

locally (U, cp (p) = (x, t, u)), U c M expressed in its diagonal form

G 0 0

0T g 0T

0 0 D

(x, t, «) . (3.2.21)

Summary of Section 3.2.1:

The purpose of me solution diffeomorphism is its belonging to a sufficiently short

algorithm solving any optimal or suboptimal control problem with two sets of

quasilinear partial differential equations. The solution isomorphism provides a

mechanism to make use of a maximal amount of apriori knowledge about me ex¬

pected solution [Section 1.2.2] in order to minimize lenghty computation. The re¬

quired integrability conditions for the existence of a feedback solution remain the

same [Section 2.1.4].
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3.2.2 The Metric and Stability

If optimal and suboptimal control laws have in addition to their extremizing prop¬

erties some stabilizing action, then mere is a higher interest of tiieir implementa¬

tion to a technical plant. In mis section we intruduce what is meantby the stability

of a critical point of die plant P e HM c TM. In addition, we illustrate die rela¬

tionship between the solution isomorphism of the previous section and this struc¬

tural property.

Definition 3.21 : Criticalpoint. An equilibrium point (or critical point) of a dif¬

ferentiable vectorfield E on a manifoldM is any pointp where E vanishes.

The maximal integral curve of a vector field E which passes dirough such a point

is defined for all t in R, and is simply the constant map t -> c.

Let <5: R x M —> M be die flow of die vector field E. An equilibrium point p of

E is co-stable (resp. a-stable) in the sense of Lyapunov if, for every neighbour¬

hood U of p, there exists anomer neighbourhood V of p, V c U, such that for ev¬

ery point p in V, O (t, p) is defined for all t > 0 (resp. t < 0), and lies in U. The

point p is stable if it is simultaneously co-stable and a-stable. The mathematical

meaning of a control law is mat of an embedded submanifold K in M of codimen¬

sion m being transversal to the fibers of the locally trivial fiberbundle

m = (M, 71, N x R, B) and diffeomorphic to die zero-section of m.

Definition 3.22 : Stabilizing control. A control law is said to be stabilizing for a

plant Pe Ac:TM at a critical point p£ NxR of the vector field

T7t(P) £ T(NxR) iffor every neighbourhood U of n, there exists another

neighbourhood V o/p, V c U, such thatfor every point q in rc"1 (V) n K, the

flow ^(t, q) of the vector field P\K is defined for all t>0, and lies in

n~l (U) n K (compare with [Sontag, p.150]).

In general, the critical points of me vector field PIK £ TK do not coincide widi

me equilibrium points of Tn (P). Hence, me conception of stabilizing control

leaves the question about stability properties of die controlled plant open. The

controlled plant P|K is stable at a critical point r of PIK in K if r is a co-stable equi¬

librium.

The control law K c M may either be realized by a smooth regular section, i.e.

by a closed-loop state-feedback control law F : N x R —> M or by the
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i.e. by the open-loop control law 5 : NxR->M

According to a meorem due to Lejeune and Dirichlet, a point p of T M is an equi¬

librium point of a Hamiltonian system (T M, Q, //), i.e. a critical point of die

Hamiltonian vector field *dH e TT* M, if and only if d// e A1 (T* M) vanishes

at p. If, in addition, the Hessian D2H (p) is positive-definite or negative-definite,

men die point p is stable in die sense of Lyapunov.

Theorem 3.23 : Suboptimal Open-loop stabilizability. The cost-to-go function

We ?"(M) ofthe suboptimal controlpoblem ik,A,l,E) is a Lyapunovfunction

for the vector E e TM in a neighbourhood U of the critical point p £ M under

the assumption ofthe existence ofa solution isomorphism, ifand only if the tensor

S £ 5x2 (M) is negative definite.

Proof: The cost-to-go function We J(M), i.e. the standard solution of example

of the previous paragraph,

W = kxiAx)+\l (3.2.22)
c

is monotone increasing on a minimal curve and has positive values in an open

neighbourhood U of p. The second requirement of Lyapunov is given by the eval¬

uation of

LE W = -5*L
. (3.2.23)

In local coordinates {U, cp(p) = (x, t, «) } diis is

dW dW dW

^/(x(t)It,«(t))+-gr + ^*(x(t),t,«(t)) =-t(x(t),t,«(t)) . (3.2.24)

The tensor E e x2 (M) has a natural decomposition into a symmetric and a skew-

symmetric part

5 = i{S + ST}, A = i{S-ST}. (3.2.25)

In the next formula die first equality follows by me definition of me solution iso¬

morphism while the second is imediate

LE W = E (F, E) = S iE, E) . (3.2.26)

Hence, it is necessary and sufficient mat the symmetric part of the tensor E, real-
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izing the solution isomorphism, is negativ-definite such diat die cost-to-go func¬

tion becomes Lyapunov-function for the vector fieldE on an open neighbourhood

U of die critical point p E in M. qed

Theorem 3.24 : Suboptimal Closed-loop stability. The cost-to-go function

We 7iM) ofthe suboptimal controlpoblem ik,A,l,E) is a Lyapunovfunction

for the vector Z e TM in a neighbourhood U of a point p e M if and only if the

tensor S e Sx2(M) is negative definite.

Proof : According to [Section 3.1.2] we have in local coordinates

{U,cp(p) = (y,t,v)}

Lz W = -n*L
, (3.2.27)

dW dW dW

^97/+~37 +
~37

h = -^(tM.vd)) • (3.2.28)

In me next formula die first equality follows by die definition of die solution iso¬

morphism while the second is imediate

Lz W = E (Z, Z) = S (Z, Z) . (3.2.29)

Hence, it is necessary and sufficient mat the symmetric part of the tensor S, real¬

izing me solution isomorphism, is negativ definite such tiiat the cost-to-go func¬

tion becomes Lyopuwov-function for me vector field Z on a neighbourhood U of

a point p in M
. qed

Summary of Section 3.2.2 :

The existence properties of Filipov are in fact some groth conditions for die func¬

tion L and die plant P. In the terms of this section, mis conditions guarantee die

stability of the closed-loop, optimal state-feedback controlled vector field Q.
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